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By Bryan Fleck
Representatives from Isaacson-
Miller, a national search firm based
in -Boston and San Francisco, has
been hired by the Presidential
Search Committee, chaired by
Kathleen M. Pesile, to search for
candidates for a permanent presi-
dent at Baruch College. The open
forum on December 7 was held in
order for the search firm to field
questions and get the pulse of the
Baruch community.
Interim president Lois Cronholm is
_not a candidate, as it is against
CUNY regulations for an interim ---- -----
president to become a full-time pres-
ident. The search firm will gather
the initial candidates, who will be
further screened by the Presidential
Search Committee, but the final
choice lies with the CUNY Board of
Trustees.'
According to David Bellshow, an
Isaacson-Miller representative, the
average search takes approximately
six months. Among the search firm's
experience in the field of education
in NY are Columbia University and
New York University. In ~additi6n,,
the search fum also works with
small and large foundations and cor-
porations.
The purpose ofthe open forum was
for the representatives of Isaacson-
'Miller to get input from administra-
tors, professors and students on
what specifically to look for in poten-
tial candidates. Besides this
reporter, no other students attended
the 4:30 open forum in the skylight
room. Administrators and profes-
sors threw out a wide variett' of
ideas ana concerns:- - -- - '- -.
One idea, brought up by Cynthia
Whittaker from the history depart-
ment, was the need for student hous-
ing. According to Whittaker, to
attract top international students,
Baruch needs a president who will
look into the prospects of housing for
these students. Henry Fiengold,
from the Jewish Resource Center,
agreed, and added that the future
president must be adept at fundrais-
ing. "I think the name of the game is
getting outside funding," said
Fiengold.
According to Jim Guyot, from the -
School of Public Affairs, the future
president must realize that... Baruch
teaches immigrants directly, where-
as in the- past Baruch would -have
taught the ·children of immigrants.
"The president should have a cosmo-
politan perspective," said Guyot.
Another concern raised by those in
attendance was the ability ofBaruch
to compete with private colleges and
universities for top ranking faculty
and administrataon. The concern is,
that at a salary of $130,000 a year,
Baruch will be limited in its choice of
a perspective president.
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, New plan calls 'for total re'structuririg
of Student GovernDlents
By Bryan Fleck at large, would be selected fr
om any
In an attempt to strengthen undergraduate candidate.
Baruch College's undergraduate stu- The top four positions in th
e eight
dent government, and to increase member executive cabinet,
consist-
student participation, the Day ing of the president, executi
ve vice
Session Student Government and president, treasurer and' se
cretary,
the Evening Session Student would be, as always, elected a
t large.
Assembly have come to terms on a The remaining four position
s, vice
referendum that would merge the president for academic affai
rs, vice
two governments into one body to be_ _ pr,esiclenL for campus affairs,
vice
called the Undergraduate .Student president for legislative affa
irs and
Government. the newly formed vice presid
ent for
"One government has a lot more part-time student affairs, woul
d be
power than two governments," said appointed by the president w
ith the
DSSG treasurer, Anthon Grant. "I'm consent of the senate.
all for it." The proposal was passed The four vice president slot
s would
,by both undergraduate governments, be selected and filled from
candi-
with a unanimous vote by ESSA. dates in the 20 popularly electe
d sen-
. The new plan calls for the abolition ate seats, bringing the new s
enate to
of the current senate structure, con- 16, a number DSSG Pr
esident
sisting of an upper council and a Lennox Henry believes woul
d be
lower council. Under the current more conducive to getting
matters
scheme, the upper council is com- done.
prised of juniors and seniors, while The proposal is the comprom
ise of
the lower council is made up offresh- an original referendum drafted
by
man and sophomores. The idea is to Carl Aylman, Director of S
tudent
~
~llliiilllll~~~Lattract all undergraduate students, Life. Un
der Aylman's proposal, the
allowing the most qualified fixed number of20 senators wo
uld be
snident.Ieaders to lead, r~gard1ess,of forgone in lieu of an assembly co
n-
their class rankings. -- .. 'sistlng ·of 'one --member pe
r 'every
I
According to the new proposal, an 1,000 students in each of the thre
e
emphasis will be placed on having schools. "The goal here is to get aw
ay
senate representation in the' three from the delineation of d
ay and
schools at Baruch: the School of evening student government
s," said
Business, the School of Liberal Arts Aylman.
and the School of Public Affairs. In If 10 percent of the day stu
dents
the 20 seat senate, elected at large, and 10 percent of the eveni
ng stu-
six of the seats would come from the dents sign a petition in supp
ort of
three schools, with each school hav- this referendum, and pen
ding
ing one day and one evening repre- approval by the president of B
aruch, .
sentative, to comprise the six seats. the referendum will appear in a s
pe-
The rem ,.,,_. t4 seats, also elected cial election to be held in Feb. 1999.
3
,
as a black woman."
Czeslaw Karkowski
(Poland), Editor, Nowy Dzinnik
Newspaper. _~koWSki identified
himself as "Polish" as opposed to
"Polish American," but admits, "1 am
easily recognized by the accent."
Chung-Wha Hong (South
Korea), .Director, National Korean
American Service & Education
Consortium. Hong said that there
~.~-~Iii""~L~l6i!!i!g~
"Korean" as a noun, or as an adjec-
tive, and "KoreaIl American." "I feel
pretty comfortable with all those
identities," said Hong. She does feel,
however, that labels become a prob-
lem when politicized, and used 'as a
gauge of how patriotic you are.
Mujdat Akkay (Turkey),
Baruch College student, said, "I feel
that I am a citizen of the world."
Munir Jiwa (Kenya,
stay connected with your home com-
munity. "We can get anywhere in
'the-world Witlilil-24110UrS,'1ie said. '
Leon Wynter, professor of journal-
ism at Baruch College and Wall
StreetJournal columnist, moderated
the roUndtable discussion. Wynter
posed this question to each panelist:
"How do you identify yourself?' The
responses were as diversified as the
panel itself:
Misha Galperin (Russia), of
the United Jewish
AssOciationIFederation, N .Y., said, "I
realizedI was an American Jew born-
in the former SOviet Union.JJ
Alison Douglas-Chicoye
(Trinidad), Coordinator of Academic
Advisement, Baruch School ofPublic
Affairs, said, "I see myself primarily
multinational panel of immigrants discuss their experiences
as immigrants at a roundtable discussion.
,
languages are spoken,










at Hunter College and
the Graduate Center, CUNY, gave
the keynote address. Kasinitz, an
admitted "outsider, social scientist"
who was born in Brooklyn, is,
nonetheless, an expert on interna-
tional migration, with most of his
research based in New York City.
According to Kasinitz, approxi-
mately a third of the adult popula-
tion in New York City is foreign
bOrii- W1iiC1i is &IiOiit £Jii'eij:: times; •
:) ..... -- -- -- --.......... - - - -- - ...- --
larger than the norm for' the rest of .
the country. Though N.Y. does not
have as large an immigrant commu-
nity as Los Angeles or Miami, it does
have a much more diverse immi-
grant community. While Los
Angeles and Miami have a large pro-
portion of Mexicans and Cubans,
respectively, N .Y.?s immigrant popu-
lation is more spread out among var-
ious ethnidties. Qu{)ting Ed Koch.
CoexisteDce-C~ter~OSts~First Workshop in
.- Tllree~~&mes o~,~tio~
-~ ~ ~-----~-~- -----
...
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By B~anF!leck
The CoeXistence Center of the
School of PUbliC AfTairs, in Conjuilc~
tion with the N.Y. chapter '~f the
American Jewish Committee, pre-
sented a workshop on Immigrants,
Identity and American Cioic
Culture. The workshop is the first of
a 'three part series hosted, bythe ..
Coexistence Center, whicb.will delve
into issues ofthe immigrant experi-
ence. The event, held on Dec. 2, at
360 PAS, room 1200, brought togeth-
er a diverse panel, both in etbnicity.
and profession.
. - CarrollSeron, dean ofthe Schoo 0
Public Affairs, noted the appropri-
ateness of having such an eclectic
panel at Baruch 9011ege. "Baruch is,
really, a microcosm of the current
melting pot of the
city," she said. At '<
VITA Recruits for
New Tax Season
By Elzbieta :R Zralka
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance ,
an annual event sponsored by the
Golden Key~fionaIrronorSociety,
has started recruiting students on
campus as it launches its 28th year
ofoffering free income tax assistance
for people who cannot afford profes-
sional assistance.
Baruch College adopted the pro-
gram in 1991. Since then it has
grown into a big operation that
involves about 200 student volun-
teers.
Last year, volunteers worked at
ten sites in Chinatown, Flushing,
Brighton Beach, Upper East Sid~,
East Village and Upper West Side.
Students took advantage of their
cultural diversity and primarily
worked at the sites that served non-
English speaking people. About 116
volunteers filed income tax returns
for 1,500 people and saved taxpayers
approximately $74,00Q last year.
The dedication and outstanding
performance of Baruch volunteers
was proven by the very low rate of
mistakes in tax returns: only about
19 percent of all tax returns filed
had errors. Due to their outstanding
performance, the Internal Revenue
Services and Golden Key Chapter at
Baruch College awarded many of
last year's volunteers with certifi-
. cates of recognition. Moreover.
many of last year's volunteers per-
ceive helping others as a self-
rewarding activity. They developed
growth and interpersonal and com-
munication skills, all of which are
highly needed in the professional
world. Many former volunteers plan
on participating in the program
again.
VITA candidates, after attending
two training sessions and passing a
take-home test, will be certified by
Internal Revenue Services to file
simple income tax returns,
Volunteers must commit at least two
hours weekly, and are strongly urged
to take advantage of their second'
language skills. Training sessions
will be held on January 9th and
16th, in room 4th North in 23rd
Street building.
Zralka is a program coordinator
for VITA Those interested in volun-
teering can contact her at
ezralka@aol.com.
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Prof. Documents Sexuality
At Gay and Lesbian Meeting
By David Blanks, . _ .
The Day Session Student
Government held it's annual Multi-
Cultural Dinner; on Tuesday,
November 24, in the Student Center
at 360 PAS. The event is intended-to
reflect the diversity of the student
body and promote an understanding
of the many cultures that abound at
Baruch through the sharing of cul-
tural dishes.
Students began to line up in the
15th floor student center well before
5 p.m. and patiently waited for the
festivities to began at the designated
time of 5:30. By the time the event
got underway at approximately 6:00,
the line of-hungry-attendees extend-
ed from Rm. 1542, down the hall to
the 15th floor elevator lobby.
Although the event was scheduled
to last until 8:30, the serving tables
were empty by 7 p.m.
The event was organized primarily '':':
by Fathiyyah Abdullah, DSSG Chair . ~~..........;i;iii.•~~-~-..,,;
of. Campus Afrairs;- although she ~-Barachlans--parly'--al~l1e-mrWu-cum~~ainner.
credits the entire DSSG with mak- The Society for Human 'Resource ---------------
. ing the event possible. "Everyone Management and The Indo-
from DSSG made the event success- Carribean Club were also on hand to
ful from decorating to serving food. I provide nourishment for the many
was very pleased with the turnout of students who attended.
students," says Abdullah. The dinner was served in the
In all, 12 clubs and organizations adjoining rooms of 1542 and 1543
participatedvin the event. DSSG and --students dined in the windo-w
provided turkeys and side dishes, lounge where DSSG President
the West Indian Cultural Club Lennox Henry was among those at
served cultural delights such as the refreshment stand pitching in by
oxtails and curry goat and Helpline serving punch.
provided refreshments. PR.I.D.E.,
-.-:- .......... -_~_ .. 'Y_-_"_- ~.,... -_~ .. - ...
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By Elaine Wu they were saying that "these men
The 1700's was a crucial period in who are acting like a woman are act-
Western civilization when arranged ing like the lowest kind of women;'
marriages started disappearing and said Trumbach.
a new sexual culture developed, The earliest documented sexual
according to Randolph Trumbach, relationships between men dates
history professor at Baruch College. back to the 1400's, Trumbach noted.
"The distinction between hetero- Michael Rocke, an American histori-
sexuals and homosexuals first an who currently lives in Florence,
appears around 1700 as part of a wrote a book called Forbidden
modern society," said Trumbach at Friendship, which documented that
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance club 66 percent of men in Florence were
meeting last Thursday, "but only for having sex with other men at the
men, initially." time. On most occasions, older men
Trumbach was invited to speak to had affairs with younger men out-
the club about a book he recently side their marriages-to women..
wrote called Sex and the Gender On the other hand, homosexual
Revolution Volume I: Heterosexuality relationships between women didn't
and the Third Generation in have such documentation early on.
Enlightenment in England. Trumbach said there were only 12
Trumbach's book, which focuses on cases of women arrested for having
the 1700's in England, points out sex with other women between 500-
that women didn't attain their mod- 1400.
ern sexual identity until much later. While documentation of homosex-
Women first 'started with a break- ual behavior traces back to the 15th
through on romantic love relation- century, it wasn't until the 1860's
ships in the 18th century. It wasn't that the terms homosexuality and
until the 1950's that they -could heterosexuality came into existence.
freely have sex with men without it "The last 100 years it's become eas-
being a taboo, said Trumbach. ier and easier to discuss it politely,"
There was a large < number of said Trumbach. "More and more peo-
female prostitutes in London in ple are saying yes you can talk about
1700's, nearly 3,000 in the city of this."
500,000, according to Trumbach. Trumbach has been a professor at
Men felt the need to go to prostitutes Baruch for more than,25 years'. He
·-----:-------------............------:--'--~t~or-'pNrnon~ffl·eo---'tf.-Jh~a:Ht:-'tt:Jh'We~'Jr-T -\lIiv.7-fTe~r'eenlrt.'t-lh~o=Hm'JH}o~seX:--_will___be_teaching_-western eivilization
uals. Sexual diseases were also com- next semester. He has taught a
menplace due to such high level of course called the history of sex in the
sexual activity. past and may bring a similar course
While some men went to prosti- back to the curriculum soon.
tutes, other acted like women. Some "I stopped teaching it because I felt
had women's names and dressed in it was hard to 'control the class" he,
women's clothing. Other men called laughed. "Most of the students were
them "Molly," "faggot" and "gay," so-enthusiastic about the subject."
terms used to describe female prosti-






Nowwith special inten5t only financing for up to
two years. JOU can ecmIy afford anew Daewoo.
Daewoo cars offer exceptional value by coming
weII-equipped with features that emf extra on
most other cars.
Every Daewoo is covered on all regular
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To qualify, just use your campusMCI Car~or school
sponsored telephone service.· For every $10 worth of
ealls, you get one chance to win. The more yo.u call,
the better your chance to winl The contest runs
through December, so keep calling all semester long .
The campusMCI Card is a Communication 101
SM
no-
brainer for staying connected to family, friends and the
world. Now it can connect you to awesome prizes too!
Call Customer Service to sign up todayl
1-888-706-2869




587 E. Jericho Turnpike
(516) 979-0111
.. __ o •
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The campusMCt- Hummer- is coming to campus soon. .-~ ,: -
Checkit out for your chance to win great prizes, ,- .
incluQ!!'JLGannondale-mountain bikes..Rollerblade
lM
ViabladelM Parkway in~finesgtes, SkatebOafds1provitt-- - - ----=-.:;
ed by Tum Yeto), Vew-do- balance boards, Cdnow
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Memorandum
Secret Santa Program -. .~
When you're making out your holiday list, why not include
someone who is less fortunate. The New York Cares Foundation is
sponsoring their annual Secret Santa Program where you will have the
priviledge ofanswering a childS letter to Santa Claus. This year they
are starting a new program just for teens. Ifyou are interested, please
•write to: New York Cares, Secret Santa, attn: N. Marsh, 116 East 16th




24 HoUl' Car Rental
Ifyour quest for the perfect gifts leads you out oftown, at the last
minute you can go to the 24 hour Avis Car Rental. The- rental place is
located at 217 East 42nd Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenues. Call 212-
593-8378for any info.
To: S1udent Club President and members
From: Rancid Aaron,~e Decrl cf Stu~ts
Ie: The State Form Companies Excepttoncl Stuaent FetlowShlp!
Dahr.12J4/98
HOliDAY PLACES TO GO
Calling all baseballfanatics
The Harlem RBI association is recruiting voluntary coaches for
boys baseball and girls softball. The Harlem RBI is a private, nonprofit
organization dedicated to using baseball as a means ofengaging inner-
city children in educational and enriching activities. Coaching or play-
ing experience is helpful, but i~ is not mandatory; You will ~ork along-
side boys aged 7-18, and girls aged 10-17. Love ofkids is a must!
Please calfRichard Berlin at Harlem RBI (212-722-1608) for more
information. You can visit
Broadway holiday savings
Save up to 60% offregular ticketedprices for the broadway smash
hit "Smokey Joe s Cafe". Sing along with the original cast as they sing
yourfavorite musical hits. Call telecharge for both ofthese events at 212-
239-6200.
~ 24 Hour Post Office
Ifyou have a lot ofholiday mail andfind you are suddenly out of
stamps, there is a solution to your problem. The post office on 421 8th
Avenue between 31st and 33rd Streets is opened 24 hours a day for any
postal emergency. There is a postal answer line for any ofyour questions:
(800-725-2161).





Education- _ and Educational The School of-Public Affairs is try-
Administration & Supervision. The mg-to increase its enrollnlent ana
Executive MPA and Science & currently has a rolling admittance
Industrial Labor Relations programs process. This allows students to
are non-traditionally structured, apply~anytiDie during the year and
allowing students to complete _the get a response within three weeks.
program during evenings and All applicants are required to write
Saturdays. The Executive MFA also an essay, which will be evaluated on
offers extra support services. A sub- an individual basis, profiling a bal-
set of the Education program leads ance of life experieces with academic
to a _certificate- in School performance.
Administration & Supervision. Many students raised questions
"We are looking for life long learn- regarding the G~ and were told
ers who are serious about their edu- those who are not working and have
cation," said Weikart. "We have an not taken the GRE can have this
excellent faculty that takes their job requirement waived if they have the
seriously." followiJig qualifications; three years
The School ofPublic Affairs is aim- of sUpervisory experience and at
ing to graduate highly qualified stu- least six credits of graduate work
dents by providing' a wide range of with a GPA 0(3.0 or better' ( the six
training for the workplace such as credits JDUSt be completed in the
~ skins,.m8~eDt skills, same- semester~ eUIldergraduate
budpt and fin8ncial management~ GPA mtist at least ),e~2.75):
and cOminumcatiODS skills. This The cOst of obbtfning MPA at
sentiinent-was echoed by one of the Baruch is a fraction of the cost at
gu~Rabela Chouhhurry, a senior other eollepS. WIth a reputation for
at Hunter College, who wants·tD ~ aDd a posaible graduate
enter the MPA program. .,~ ~~~ dle- MPA program is.
Baruch baa a good I'e)Ntation aDd. ideal Cor those who want to remain
comPanies are eager- -to -reeruit - in the citY while attending a rep-
Baruch graduates," said -utable coIJeie, accordiDc to the
Choubhurry. speeken.
17th floor in the 26th street buiId- sex packets.
ing. It is there that you will find the You're having problems finding a
Counseling Center where profes- place vto liye? Well, guess what.
sional counselors try to help you' Helpline can help you with that as
- with your problem. Helpline can well. They also -supply you with
also refer a student to low fee clinics housing listings that can come in
or organizations that may be able to handy when you're about to give up.
help those who have drug or alcohol Now, you don't have to search alone.
problems. Sometimes, we don't For those who choose not to come
know where to turn, -and Helpline at all, Helpline still does all it can to
can help point us in the right direc- help you. We all read those fliers on
tion. the bulletin board,s as we sit, bored
Unfortunately, . ~ out of our minds,
manystudents do -Helpline is-a~s.ifIIJ-G~JR~mrs--waiting-.for__ a.
not take adv~- give their time to help those class to begin.
tage of the servic- • You may notice
es offered at the with problems or, people who that a lot of
Helpline. They just needs someone to talk to. them, dealing
fear people will with such issues
label them a as sexual
wacko. Well, you're crazy if you harassment, are distributed by
don't use Helpline to help you, and members of Helpline.
smart ifyou do. Helpline also conducts seminars
The students at Helpline care. during the semester. Some past
While they do get paid to be there, seminars have dealt with date rape
they also enjoy helping people. and self-defense. They also worked
These are students who sit down on the Turkey Fund where they
and talk with you. They aren't COUD- raised $149 for City Harvest to buy
selors. Sometimes, sitting and talk- turkeys for those who needed it on
ing about a problem is all you need Thanksgiving Day. Just recently,
to feel better. They can cover a wide they were part of a special
range of problems; from a teacher Christmas program called Give A
who we feel is treating us harshly to Gift. Baruch students were able to
a family that is on the rocks. donate gifts to children teenagers
Chances are, they've had similar who live in homeless shelters.
problems too, and now they can help Helpline does a lot for the Baruch
you. ... community. They are here to help,
"Helpline kind of scares people," because they want to. Take advan-
says Audrey Sang, a Helpline work- tage of what they can offer. Better
er. "It's not for counseling people. yet, ifyou think. you can help people,
People should take advantage of it. see-what you can do about being one
If someone knows more than you of the Helpline family. Helpline is
about a topic, why not ask? We're located on the 15th floor of the 26th
ye!"Ylrt~!!~y." . _ ~_ _. street building, and their operating
-For- those-who.don~ feel like talk- houriare nom 9" to-6. HoUri-maybe
ing, but still require some help in different; at times when classes
making decisi~D8 concerning prOb- aren~meeting.
lems of their own, Helpline has Your friends aren~ always there,
brochures given out to students. your parents just don~ understand
They cover a wide array of subjects, and you have nowhere to go. Says
including marijuana, alcohol and Sang, "If there is a problem, come
smolririg. For those who are sexual- talk to us."
ly active, Helpline also offers safe
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By Jon MiDDers
Every student has problems and
sometimes those problems get in the
way of things. Grades begin to plum-
met, attendance starts to drop and
you generally become irritating to
those around you. Of course, things
will continue to get worse unless you
have someone to tum to.
That's when Helpline comes into
play.
Open House at the School of Public Affairs
When You're at the End of the Line...
A Reporter Inside Look at.Baruch's Helpline
By GraceAnn HaD ~
The School of Public Affairs at
Baruch College held one of its sev-
enth annual open house on No~ 12
in the Conference Center of the 25th
street building. The open house pro-
vided information to prospective stu-
dents about its graduate programs.
The guests were welcomed by John
McGarraghy, professor of Higher
Education, Coordinator and
Recruiter of in the School of Public
Affairs. He outlined the presentation
which had three main _speakers,
himself, Professor Lynne weikart
and Pamela S. 'Ferner, director of
GraduateAdmissions. -rile School of
Public Affairs is relatively small,
therefore providing more personal
attention and services," said
Mcgarraghy, an was!UrtJdteemDKJOIDDF-~tra: Jmg--:-fo1rlbe--W(~pI8tee-1mm-all~--CI:!ewlliL....JIl!WlJL-.~~~~~~~~~--~-
strated in preSentation 88 gaests
were. given the opportunity to gather
in small groups acco~ to pr0-
gram of interest during a question
and answer session.
The School of Public Affairs offers
'- Sis .programs: .8 paeral Masters in
Public AdminisbatiODt Executive-
MPA, . Health - . BDd P~liey
Administratiou, Science "
Industrial Ie8bor Be)a~ Higher
0' '
..... ~ ..
FALL SEASON OPENS SEP 1O-NOV 22. Student Rush tickets must be purchased on daycf.the ,.
performance at the New York Slate Theater box office and are subject to availability. The box office
opens at lOam on Monday through S~turda~, and at IT'3Oom on Sunday Students mu~,preser.rt
volid I D when purchasmg tickets Two tickets per student are av.ailable New York City Opera, New








The new New York City Opera has a special offer for students who like ~: eir entertainmenton the cutting edge. Student Rush is your ticket to an exciting new season of opera atNew York's most innovative opera company. This season, you'll enjoy six brilliant new
productIons. Plus rarety performed ma-sterpieces, contemporary works and classics. All at lincoln
Center's world-class New York State Theater, where you'll also find convenient English translations
projected above the stage. And at a cost of just $10 per ticket, City Opera's Student Rush is not only
great enterlainment, it's a great dealt
FALL
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accessorize. mon allergen in North ··Ameri
ca," cause dermatffis,. a very.
However, this fashion statement said David E. Cohen, M.D.; M~~H
., problem in those allergic to nickel.
has brought upon an equally unpop- Assistant Professor of Derma
tology, J~...D!a*~~~ggeredby the needles '
ular trend·. in allergic reactions. New yor-k ·UniversitY Scb091
of,~~~ fOrPieicing, as well as the jew-
. th . M dici :.NY ' , . :
-~.,Used,for display.. Only sterile nickel. can cause an itchy, p.ricldy
Locations such as e upper portions e cme, .
f;;iUJ-
of ears, lips, nose, nasal septum, In the metaLfamil~ Chi1>me
and 'stainles,s steel needlessnoul.r-be --- - sensations within 15 to 20 m
inutes
tongue, navel, breasts and genitalia cobalt trail nickel' in their- degree of 'uSed for pierc
ing anywhere on the of contact with penJpiring, skin.
are frequently chosen for piercing allergic .reacWm.- ~~.
~.their body. After piercing, wear only nick-Bodypiercing infre
quently unex-
and have displayed a challenging presence in-,inany,metal olSj
~,'the el free earrings fQr'at least the firSt _ posed~ .such as the br
easts and
ali d _:....
f th tals i three weeks. . genitalia may
develop friction-
array of allergic reactions. . qu ty an .uu.A..ure 0 e me
S IS
Decorative devices made of a vari- an important factor in determin
ing Sweating also increases dermatitis induced rashes.
ety of materials are frequently used the .allergenicity ~f the jewel
ry. in nickel-sensitive individuals. In At the first sign of infection,
or
In body --~piercing procedures. . S~cal _grade stainless steel n~~
' ~are weather,- items containing,. allergy, COIlsult your dermatolo
gist.
Syndicated Features Costume jewelry is 'often m
ade of titanium probably represent safer
Once reserved for punk rockers, alloys which contain different m
et- materials, even for those allergic. to
body piercing has hit the main- also Nickel, cobalt and chrom
e are some of the aforementioned metals.
stream. People of all ages are sport- 'frequently present incostume
grade Stainless steel also contains nickel,
ing a wide range of gem and jewels rings, studs, and_bar-bells us
ed in but it is bound in such a way that
in a variety of different places. In body piercing; :Allergy to pie
rcing makes it save for most nickel sensi-
England, tongues are wagging over jewelry, "particularly earrin
gs, is tive individuals," Dr. COhen said.
the reported silver stud in the royals common and frequently seen
when Nickel is found in manyproductsc.. ,
tongue of Queen's granddaughter. allergenic.metals ar~ ltilized.
. Even chrome-plated objects contain
The popular trend in body piercing, "Among all cb:e~ca1 allerg
ens enough nickel to produce a reaction
beyond traditional locatiolls such as capable"lif producing" ana· .allergic . in sensitive people.
earlobes, . .. e mo
st com- Jewelry containing nickel can
By Jonathan Caronta hadn't slept in a long time. S
he is ing a huge smile. The tall, hand- his head back, "That
's going to be
It was 4:30, and I was the first to Kristine'ssister, She was busy
set- some young man who accompanied some party." .
arrive. Sitting down on a bench, I ting up a shrine of candles u
nder a her also smirked. ' Clenching my "You think Theres
a will f*ck me?"
tell myself that I don't mind the two foot tall picture of Kristi
ne. fists, I restrained the urge to spit "Yeah man, she's
all yours."
cold. It's probably much colder I thought, "She's dead. Sh
e has in her pretty face. Giggling, the I imagined Kristin
e's body at the
where my friend is, anyway. Soon; to be dead. Statistically
, the happy couple walked into' the bottom of the East
River, hanging
others begin to trickle in. I am chances of finding her alive
after night.' limply as fish swim
by. But even
surprised that more people hadn't two weeks are very, very slim
."' 'Ironically, a- few seconds after as those kids babb
le, I can't get
come already, after all the flyer By ten after five, it was dar
k out- those two mentioned that they mad at them. Even
when I try to I
said' 4:30, and it. was 4:30, and side. But the glow from the
can- might make the news, a reporter, just can't. Because I
realize that
there were only five people here dIes gave off a warmth
that accompanied by a cameraman, my own thoughts o
f my friend
who looked like they had come for reminded me of Christmas
carol- walked up and asked if they could Kristine are inter
mingled with
a vigil. ing. I stood on the steps
of the question me. "Sure, anything to images of the woma
n whom I am in
As time passed, however, more 23rd Street building, meekly ho
ld- help," I said. I had met Kristine in love with. I even thi
nk, several
and more people arrived. By 5:00, ing up my sign. People pass
ed me a Feit seminar entitled, "Holy times, that I should
leave the vigil,
the area outside Baruch College's as they entered the buildi
ng on Books and Human Visions." It was to go meet this g
irl, but out of
23rd Street building was saturated their way to night classes.
One essentially a comparative religion respect, I do not move.
How can I '
- perhaps 150 people. All of us man, _dressed in a business s
uit, class in which we surveyed belief be mad at others when
I am no bet-
had come to do nothing more than leaned to my ear and asked,
"When systems from all over the world. ter. Perhaps I am
not such a good
show that we hadn't 'forgotten. " is the funeral?" I cringed wh
en I Kristine was afiery·spirit-;---Highly-·--per-son after all _d____ ..
The crowd was mostly made up of realized that what he had int
ended opinionated, she was never afraid Suddenly, a gust
of wind blows
students, interspersed by some to be a whisper came out
louder to open her mouth, and relished a all of the candles
off the ledge
adults, and several reporters from than it should have. As Kristi
ne's good argument. She didn't care where they sit,- und
er Kristine's
local. news stations. Traffic sister turned her head, I kne
w that 'much for organized religion, con- . picture, sending
them to the
streamed by on Lexington Avenue she had heard e man's qu
estion. stantly pointing out inconsisten- -ground. They sh
atter instantly
- rush hour was just beginning I circled towards im, putti
ng my cies in religious beliefs. If Kristine and the crowd inha
les. We contin-
and. thep}ercing ._hams ,'of jellow . back- to the'-sister'-- , I·didn?t'want· ·was- -a .devout, .anything; .it wa~._a, .
ue to stand there, silent. rye been
cabs filled the cold November air. to- see'-her'face~.-Tlie ari";Oii-souf
e--'veg¢arian: -, her~ f()r'ne~ly aD:h.our-axid',a.
Jialf
A serious and intelligent looking level, knew that he h d mad
e an After Baruch, she planned to go . and I'm not doing
anything con-
young man handed me a candle in error, and I explained at s
he was on to law school, and told me that structive~ymore
. I should go and
a plastic cup, and a.poster to hold. still missing. He d so
lemnly she wanted to work with animal see the girl I love
. Maybe some
It was orange with black lettering and walked into th building
. rights organizations. She wanted other guy is talkin
g to her right
that read, "Kristine .. Kupka. As I continued t stand ther
e, I to be a voice for those who have now. I'd better hurry
up. "Hey,
Missing since October 24." As I heard a voice come from be
hind none. She was a great girl. She is excuse me, could you
take this
stood holding the poster in one me. It was a girl's voice, a gi
rl who a great girl. sign?" 1 ask a man in
the crowd.
hand and the candle in the other, a had no doubt just finished
class. ' After the camera has turned He takes it and I put
the candle on
cameraman began shooting me. "Oh wow!" 'she exclaimed w
ith a away, my attention is drawn to two the floor. I've done m
y part, right?
Standing there, I could see that the - smile. "Look at all the TV came
ras! guys talking by the building's What else. can I do?
My body
crowd was gathered around one Maybe we can make the new
s!" A entrance: They are not part of the becomes filled with
warmth as I
woman, -She had enormous bags . cold sickness descended in
to my vigil.: The guy drawls, "God, I think of meeting the
young woman
under her eyes and looked like she~tomach -aird I turned around- to . c
an't wait 'tilnext weekend, 'cause -lam pursuing. As I cross
23!d
glare at her. Her pretty face, over:' I'm gonna get me some p*ssy
!" Street, a cold wind blows, ripping
painted with make-up, was crack-· His friend laughs hard, thr





elp in writing is availablei" all
disc· fines in the call e.
utoring is available in a number of
subjects including accounting,
biology, Chemistry, economics, ESL,
finance, languages, law, mathematics, _
OPR, history, physics, sociology, Spanish,
speech, and statistics.
is located in Room 1304, ·18tb Street
Call 212-387".1607 for moreinformatkm-:--





taffed by friendly and knowledgeable
Peer Consultant Tutors, the Center
offers students opportunities to gain
better understanding of their coursework.
Working either one-to-one or in small
groups, tutors provide general course
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In a world that can
sometimes be cold
and lonely, Christmas




The observance of Chri~tmas
is celebrated by Christians
around the world to mark the
. birth of. Jesus Christ. Known
as the season of advent, it is a
time'to reflect on the deeper
meaning of faith.
Through the birth of
. Jesus Christ, Christians
are reminded of how God
has entered the material






by Dr. Maulana Kare"ga,
Chairperson of the Black
Studies Dept. at California
State Univers,ty in 1966.
The word Kwanzaa comes
rom
-llatuna Ya Kwanza-which
means '1irstfruits of the har-
vest.-
~cmLEGeSTU INlUfE
. SMI.... D• .,.Iop•••t • CoMi.....
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. Around 165 BC, Jewish
warriors known as the
"Macabees" fought for
and won their religious
and national freedom.
Following their victory,
the Jews returned to
Jerusalem to rekindle
the Menorah in the
temple, and even though
they could only find a
small amount of oil, the
M~enorah miraculously
remained lit for 8 full
.days.
.~ .-
Each day for seven days a
candle is litin the K/narata .
represente~of the seven
principles. On the last day
of Kwanzaa, family and
friends are invited to attend
Karamu, which means
"feast.- EV&l"yone who at-
tends the feast brings food




-Kwanzaa-is a seven day
celebration which repre-
sents forAfrican-Americans
an opportunity to renew and. :
reaffirm those values and
strengths that lie at the root
of their history.
The seven principles that it I
is based upon are:
UmoJa which means Unity;
Kuj/chagullawhich repre-
sents Self-Determination;
UJlma is Collective work
and responsibiHty;Ujamma
stands for Cooperative Eco-
I"IIlftlJ'ftics· HI. is the rinci Ie
that stands for Purpose;
While lCuumb. represents




-- You have resided-in the U.S. as a
• ,1.-..
permanent resident "for .five years.'
Or three years of permanent resi-
dence if married to" and .living with, . . .
an U .S, citizen.
Swiss .students dice onions and
tomatoes to make indian delicacies
such as palak paneer, pau bhaji,
boondhi raitha and biryani. They
would then sit on the floor and eat
with their hands. They would even
lick their fingers. while 'Iistening to
Oil Pagal Hai Indian 'music.
During my stay I visited cities such
as Zurich, Geneva, Burn and
Interlaken. Everywhere. I went I
was chaperoned by AlESECers.
-These- were people that I did not -
know, yet they were caring and hos-
pitable. During my whole stay in
Switzerland, I was" never given a
. chance to feel alone. People would
try to help me find my directions,
even if they could not· speak English.
Others greeted me when I was
standing at the bus stop or while I
was just walking down. the street. In
the trains, passengers would politely
inquire whether they could sit on the
seat next to mine and then thank me
for allowing them to sit. Imagine
this happening on a train to New
D ·lb·'e l.
I had such amazing experiences in
Switzerland and was surprised how
much the Swiss knew about India. I
remember I was sitting with 100
Swiss students in a session about
why corporate executives need to be
more socially responsible in develop-
ing countries. The first example that
was given by them was about the
Enron project being scrapped in
India on the basis of the allegations
of bribery by the government of
Maharashtra. As I was traveling to
Geneva I started talking to this guy
about marketing 'strategies, only to
discover half an hour later that 1
was speaking to Thomas G. Bata,
one of the major stockholders of
Bata.
Thanks to my trip to Switzerland, I
have made new friends in
Switzerland, Holland, 'Indonesia,
USA, Nigeria, ..Germany, Portugal,
New zealand and many other coun-
tries.AIESEe has definitely
expanded my horizons.
Thank you AIESEC for providing
me this opportunity: - -_. - . - -
DECEMBER 9, 1998 .
By Ana Moronta
On December 3rd, the
International Student Services
Center held the CUNY Citizenship
and Naturalization' Project for its
third consecutive semester. Sixty-
Fall 98 CUNY
International Opportuniti~sto
Students Around the World
A Personal EXP.erience
event this year. Students who met in the US during halfof the five or
the INS requirements were provided three year period.
with free citizenship guidance, free
photographs and all application -- You are at least 18 years old.
materials. All the staff from' the
ISSC were present for the event, We encourage all eligible students
providing assistance to the students. to participate. Visit the ISSC and
The ISSC helps all resident stu- pick up applications that you can
dents wishing to become U.S. citi- complete and mail out on your own.
zens by providing this eve!lt..-e¥ery Make sure to file before January
semester'.~ou ~e eligible to become i999, since the application fee will
an ~.S. ~ltIz~n If you meet the fol- be increased immensely in the
lowmg--criteri~ ~ ~ -beginning of the-next year.
Citizenship and
Naturalization Project
By Roopali Kagalwala .
On April 8, 1998, I was on an air-
plane headed to a country I knew
nothing about except from wha~. I
knew from the movies. I was going
on a traineeship in Switzerland to
'"AIESEC-Zurich.
What is AIESEC? A year ago I had
never heard of this organization, yet
now I thank AlESEC for the won-
derful opportunity it has given to
. me. AIESEC is an international stu-
dent' organization present" in 87
countries around the world. Short
for the' International Association for
Students in Economics and Sciences,
AIESEC aims to develop the individ-
ual by providing him or her with
opportunities to interact with other
cultures while gaining practical




If I had gone to Switzerland on a
mere vacation and not a traineeship,
I would have seen how beautiful it is
and may have returned home to
India, thinking my home country
was the worst country to live in
because it is overpopulated and pol-
luted. Although many of us think
that Switzerland is a beautiful coun-
try and that India is not, we cannot
forget that beauty is truly in the eye
of the beholder. People from differ-
ent countries may have a dissimilar
concept of beauty. Some may find a
cow crossing a crowded street beau-
tiful. Others may not. The trainee-
ship gave me the opportunity to
interact with the people from ~1
over the world, and especially with
the Swiss. I learned a lot -- not only
about Switzerland but surprisingly
also about India and myself. ,
When I left for Switzerland, I was
concerned about how I should repre-
sent a developing country like India.
But as I met Swiss people who
longed to come to India or who had
already visited India and couldn't
wait to return there soon, my con-
cerns turned out to be unnecessary.
~y of the Swiss that I met loved
India and indian food. I saw ten
TICKER FEATURES10
Christmas Food Attack,
Holiday dinner contains chemicals that may cause caracer
By Jessica Zhou more natural pesticides than man- .
Ahhh... the holidays! The last few made pesticide residues."
months of the year is a jovial time of The threat of carcinogens in our
festivity, of unfamiliar faces around diet remains a concern to most
the dining 'table whose presence' is Americans. Nutritionists urge peo-
legitimized under the dubious status ple to barbecue sparingly. It has
of "relative," of late-night Chia Pet been long known that barbecued and
revival commercials, of retouched grilled meats are carcinogenic. Meat
and re-edited .cartoon elassics and of protein when cooked with such
food. Lots and lots of food. But intense heat produces heterocyclic
before Y0!l. gobble th"at. gobbler amines, a toxic substance that trig-
whole, here are a few words for you· gers malignant tumors In laboratory
. to digest~ . ---- .. - - - ~ .,. -. . --animals. -. The Lawr-ence. Livermore
In a study conducted by scientists National Laboratory finds fried beef
associated with the' American to be the most important single
Council on Science and Health, foods source of heterocyclic amines in the
that make up the traditional human diet. There is hope for the
American holiday dinner have been barbecue and deep fry lover yet.
identified-to contain naturally occur- LLNL has discovered a method to
ring rodent carcinogens, or chemi- satiate the demands of the barbecue
cals that in large doses cause cancer lovers and coax the concerns of the
in laboratory animals. This conclu- health conscience. The solution is in
;~:~ci~~~.I!J;E:aRie~ii:i~
rod e n t s8mJlle::(); ",::.~~: . '" .':.'. . found that
were fed '. I.1LNI1slaboratory sttidies.*. marinat-
foods, typi- ing the
cal of an . ' meat prior
a v era g e 1/2 cup: packed brown sugar . to grilling
American's . 3 garlic cloves can great-
diet, for an i ·.Y2 .tSp.salt . . ly reduce
extended the total
period of 3 tbsp mustard h e t e r 0 -
time, and . 114"cup"cider vinegar .. · ,. c y c 1 i c
developed ami n e
can c e r . 3 tbsp lemon. juice content.
A C 8 H 6 tbsp olive oil For the
makes a parariora-
clear point prone who
of express- "marinate meat prior coo!t'ing'" have just
ing the ··· .. ·.. co mitted
carcinogens as "rodent carcinogens," themselves to a life devoid of neces-
as their affects on humans are not sary nutrients: Relax! ACSH urges
yet fully realized. carcinogen-wary folks not to worry.
80 what killed Mickey Mouse, In an article by Dr. Ruth Kava enti-
other than gluttony that is? You see tIed, "This Holiday, Give Thanks and
that shiny golden delicious over. Ignore Panicky Pundits, " Kava
there? (Okay, maybe you don't, but affirms, "Mouse carcinogens' are not
play along with' me.) Don't be always rat carcinogens. And neither
deceived. Apples, yes apples, may are necessarily human carcinogens. It
. have traces of benzaldehyde, caffeic Rodent carcinogen's gene altering
acid and estragole, chemicals catego- _properties on humans are not con-
rized by ACSH as rodent carcino- elusive.
gens. That platter of nuts sitting.on ' It is important to emphasize that
your dining room table may very the- conclusion ofACSIrs research is
well contain aflatoxins, an animai -based on the principal of toxicology
carcinogen produced. by a: fungus. that "only the dose makes the poi-
The food we eat abounds with natu- son." For example, bread stuffing
rally occurring carcinogens. ACSH . contains furfural. Furfural is one of
provides a comprehensive list of the the many substances .identified as a
foods that have been found to .con- rodent carcinogen. ACSH estimates
tain rodent carcmogeps, Included in that a: person would have to consume"
the lists are carrots, celery, and let- 82,600 slices of bread a day to
tuce - all known to have caffeic acid. achieve the proportional amount of
Many of the rodent carcinogens are furfural administered to cancer-
simply chemicals plants produce...:.: . induced rodents. Mylanta anyone?
as natural pesticides to repel or:':' .:'. ..:: : .Considering the fact that it is not
.:kill predators. According to Dr.:<. ~. ....:. ':/everyday, or any day for that mat-
':' Bruce Ames, Chairman of the '.:'. ~ : .:' ter, that we eat 82,600 slices of
Department of BiocheIIristry at, ; ..... ". .... bread, the amount of rodent car-
~. the University of.ca~o~a~'t inoge~ in our system may be
Berkeley, "our typical diet con eghgible.
tains at least 10,000 time .' .
. ..,. ~ .
---------
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this particular class has been over-
looked. SACC tutors put themselves
out to help students. There are some
math tutors who are familiar with
Math 2160, but they are not always
available. Sometimes when stu-
dents need help, they need to plan
ahead and not wait until just before
the test. Whether the tutor was
available at the precise time the stu-
dent came seeking aid is not con-
trolled by the center.
In closing, I would like to direct a
-cOmment to the editor. Including a
tutor's name in an article is permis-
sible, but in this case it was not nec-
essary. To go so far as to print a
piece, which outright ques-
tions his credentials with-
out properly researching his
background and first speak-
ing to him is contemptible.
One's good reputation is not
easily earned and should
not be besmirched, especial-
ly when sullied because of
an isolated complaint made
by a student whose judge-
ment is colored by emotion.
This inclusion, 'along with your flip
style of writing and inflammatory
ending was unprofessional, and
shows a decisive lack of journalistic
integrity.
TICKER TOPICS
STAY TUNED NEXT SEMESTER R:
Are the, 'Ieaeher Evaluations really effective?
Is tenure·a.disserviee-to aD mstitution of-high-
er 1e8nliDc in the case of a lackluSter instrac-
signed. tor?
Fey What '9"D be-:done to- reCtifY--. perlonn8Dce'
.<' '.~ __en it~~tII'atellli.-ed prOtes8or1,:





center, it has become a expect the tutor to know everything
E large employer of college and to get supplied with the answers
students, se~ng Baruch to all their questions.
with not only free and Now that SACC had been dissect-
high-quality tutoring, but ed and its function delineated, let us
an enviable employment establish what it is not. SACC is not
opportunity. Once GPA, a library. Book accessibility is not
faculty recommendations, obligatory, rather a courtesy SACC
and interviews are consid- extends to its students and its staff.
ered and deemed accept- An individual in need of a session
able, the tutor is hired. should come prepared with ques-
They have in depth knowl- tions and all materials necessary for ..
edge of th_e subject they ar~ hired _t9 _ ~tuc:ly. .. _
cover. Furthermore, Math 2160 is a class
The tutor unfairly named by the exclusively relevant to the liberal
anonymous writer, was unfamiliar arts population, which primarily
with Math 2160 because he was not deals with abstract or theoretical
many others like me also, believe
that Brooklyn Boy, Ivanna, and who-
ever else who cannot answer a ques- .
tion -with a real answer Should be
dropped like a real .had
damn- cold! Thank you.
•
STUDENT~SPEAKS ON
"GIRL TALK, BOY T.ALK'?
An anonymous student who found
SACc lacking and-Wrote about it-in
"What is Up with the 'Tutoring?" in
the November 12th issue of the The
Ticker was obviously upset. As a lib-
eral arts student and an admitted
math defective, I can readily identi-
fy with his plight, that is, the feeling
of being "lost or overwhelmed by
math courses." However, I feel that
the individual failed to consider all
the variables of the situation, as he
felt cheated and slighted.
SACC was primarily established to
offer peer counseling for elementary
courses, but has evolved in accor-
dance with changing CUNY policies
regarding remedial classes. SACC is
open seven days a week: Monday
through Thursday; lOam to 9pm,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday lOam
to 5pm covering nearly all levels of
English and math, as well as entry-
level courses. Responsible for sever-
al satellites in addition to the main
Dear Ticker,
I am writing this letter to you
because I am sick and tired at some
of the people who write for girlIboy
talk. I would like to comment .about
what Brooklyn Boy said about Kiro
talk.. I believe that Kiro Talk ~ an
invaluable information source to
~QIIlD-au:d~. While trash
like Brooklyn .Bum and. Ivanna
Tramp continously.put dowD people
who write in and have real prob- .
lema. Not cac:e have I BeeR Kiro 01',
Kim Talk ........ pai4GViii~,
of~.~"ta·"~_;Wk.:"
ucr-\~.'~~..~--iai'i· _._rl~_~·,~'
~ -.... - -... - . ~".1--_~~.:...c ."p: '1' - ••?:::~-:-.. " _.•: ;-
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~e Tkker ls ptbIm:rl bimon~ eight
times a semester, by the 1ickere IilJ:riaJ~
at 360 Park Ave. South, New York, NY
10010, Room 1522 .
the_ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
bAllB~~~~xceJ'Jgrin~t!PJat~ d~R~
~¥aduate stu~nt:;. gAllt\!ped and
m"gned con~1 utions ann letters,
actompanle Y a dISK aa; wel-
cgme, and ould be plaile to tne
a ove a ress ~ or -I)1.al1
a dr~s~.
. U of i e is 0 en d r in re -
ular SCt oof gours ..PAny ~sp~~ §r
~
dver lS,lng questions' ourar. oe
rected to the A rhsin
t an a ger oS Managing E'altor a~e att'ove aud·ress. '




· Looking back at the fall semester, we are all very
proud of all -that we have accomplished and the
foundation that ",e have established for future....
devedopmerrts.
oUr news pages we have successfully provided a
wide-range of coverage on issues of relevance and
concern. to the Baruch commurrity, The editorial
pages have advocated student interests to the point
of generating dialouge, .student act.ivfsm and have
been the catalyst to resolution of many concerns.
Overall, .our publication is rapidly advancing
towar-ds Dleeting its objective of becoDling an effec-
tive vehicle for the professional developDlent of its
staff.
We have lived up to our misaiori of being "The
Students' Voice." Topics as diverse as aoadernic
i
standards, Student Gover-nmerrt r-efor-m, homosex-
uality in college life, adrninfstr'atdve policies and
the plight of international students have been spot-
lighted on our pages.
In the future we wffl revisit marry of these issues
and upd8:te our readership as to, wb.at progress, if
arry, has been- nlade in regards to these issues.
Student concerns wrl! not just go a~ay on their
own, They w-ill alw-ays be there, and so wfll we,
As the sernester- concludes, we face the opportuni-
ty to rnalce a tneaningful change in our Student
Gover-rrmerrt structure. Will we be successful in our
endeavor? Petitions are riow circulating that w-ill
aflow us the chance to decide w-hether or not W"e
really w arrt a clrange,
Once again,' W"e have fulfilled our obligation, -we
advocate for a refendum to strengthen undergradu-
ate student govermmerrt. NoW" it's up to our student
leaders to act.
•- --.
.... ~ i _.' '~._J"~.. ., ": l.•... ., .- ..... ",~ .~..... 1,'" .• i ......_~'"' • _.~ ..~__ ..~ .. ';._'·F·.~_......~_
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rise of new religious communities all testament itself to. its military capa- who are of that tend to be of the fair-
By Ishani Chodhury contributed in some way to the ere- bility. That is exactly what the caste er complexion. Lord Krishna's broth-
ation of a new social order:" Dr. system is, a division of labor among er is described as the color of milk,
Dear Ms. Tabuteau, David Frawley, an expert in Indian the people. It can be also noted that as well as his sister. It has to be
First and foremost, let me thank arithropology and archaeology, is it is stated in the Bhagavad-Gita understood that Indian texts use the
you for publishing my article. one of the key figures spearheading and numerous other texts, that any- color of people figuratively, not as
Despite my initial hesitations about the re-examination of the Aryan one can move up or down in the physical evidence. The same is the
the 'editing,' you proved me wrong, Invasion theory and has given chain. But as time progressed, .the - case for Lord Buddha, especially
and the main message of the article numerous. speeches in regards to intended purpose of the caste system since he was born in the mountain-
was felt. through. However, one arti- this topic. ., was perverted and '. its meaning ousregions, . people there tend to
~.'~:ameinto-:-myu-miIld,-that-did- -~ ---- Biologically) -skeletal remains in.'. destroyed. The Brahmins (at the have more Mongoloid features t ban
strike 'a cord, but unfortunately on the area find no difference phenotyp_tirti.e:the··mbst educated 'class); twist- '-the'rest orihe-popwaration.-Aiidin
the wrong note. While initially I ically between the once inhabitants ed the meaning around to mean that light of the comparison that is trying
, thought it was myself who was feel- and the present population. caste was given to one by birth, not to be made, Lord Krishna came to
ing this way, 1 think my peers only However, there have been some by work. But upon Indian independ- this earth 5,000 years ago and Lord
made me realize the mistake I was instances that a few of the remains ence in ~947, the 'perverted' caste Buddha, 2,500 years ago, while
making of not pointing it out. So on found indicate that some of the pop- . system was constitutionally out- Jesus only 2,000 'years 'ago. If
behalf of the' populous Indian com- ulation may have comprised of lawed. sketches of their life were made and
munity at Baruch College, I urge Mediterraneans, Caucasiods, Also, on my numerous journeys to compared, it is very dissimilar.
you to take a look at the following Armeniods, Alpines, Autraliods, and India (I go almost every. 2-3 years), I Hardly any pattern can be made.
essay' I have in response to your . 'Mongloids, but it is only though the have never seen any sign of "black . While Jesus performed
Sept. 30th "My 2 Cents" column. It is fact that one of the primary econom- pride" in the form of'militancy, the miracles and' told men to worship
on the theory about the flourishing" ic systems in the civilization was a Dalit Panthers or anything else. I God, Lord Buddha gave reasons for
African community in India and as flourishing trade that had attracted have family that live there and have human suffering and taught a way
you say "one of the best kept secrets these people there. It also should be lived there-all their lives and when I to break the cycle of reincarnation (a
of today is the fact that India has the noted that India is a land which has wrote to them about this, all they concept Christianity dismisses). The
largest black population outside a diverse topography. Its inhabi- call ask me _was "What are you talk- only thing that strikes me as similar
Africa. tants range from Mongoliods in the ing about? We have no idea what you was that all three were vegetarian.
As you state, "During the third Eastern states to those who are a bit are trying to say or ask." I even took Also, in regards to the photos that
millennium BC, black men and tanner in complexion and live in the a semester off to stay there for six are on display, it has to be realized
women erected the powerful Indus tropical climate. months, and did extensive traveling that Buddhism not only spread to
Valley Civilization .~.. They ruled It should be noted that scientists in the interiors of the country, and I the Far East, hut to the West as
until they were invaded by aggres- have failed to provide any grave evi- have never seen what you are talk- well, to. the lands as far as
sive Indo-European tribes." One of'dence to the surge of the African ing about. I, myself, would be sur-Afghanistan. It should- be noted that
the key elements that seems to be population who "migrated" to the prised if I found any'dalit' who could the Silk Route provided a means of
ignored in this part is the fact that Valley and "erected" the structures tell me who Nelson Mandela or exchange with merchants of
the Aryan Invasion theory is a theo- that can be found there. "... And' Malcom X is. Just as the majority of Western lands seeking Eastern
ry that has long been dismissed. It is renamed the region Aryavata or Americans are. concerned about the goods, and it passed heavily through
not real history, but complete. fabri- Aryan Land." The entire derivation country's affairs and have no idea the land of Mghanistan - the
cation. That theory has come under of the term Aryavata is miscon- who the Prime Minister or President Gandhara region of ancient India.
, .r: criticaiattaek~--anQ·.-BirueQ..-~~..A..gan.invas?ou.. theo.~_~_<!f a~'t country is, letal~~~.~~~~_~~_~~e There is also evidence of free
-scholars .alike"wnonavEf' CQOh~f'a:fi -. 'a-side;'-Arya~has ~g .·te·. .:::Iiialarii t11eti~~J;ik~s~conc~~ned 'e~cliaIi~i?:[jjrldea~i"and-culture 'of
extensive .study of the region focus- with Aryan land. A close examina-. in their daily affairs .and can care the. Indian ... civiliZatIon - in
ing on the early parts of history in tion of ancient Indian writing will less about these Afriean~American 'A.fchanistaaand that-of the· Greece
the Indus Valley. While we are prove that the word Aryavata was leaders. . .and Rome, especially prior to
taught since our school days that the used much earlier in the region. It is Krishna and Buddha: the Black Buddhism. Please note .that the
dominant white-Skinned Aryans . repeatedly' used in-the---t;ext·u of the.--~-9f.asi~..!-~_.__tjle orig!n~]~~~s!ca! traders and merchants were Arabs,
invaded the Indus Valley culture, Ramayana and this is counted, then Interpretations of these two Bla<:k-andthus-promoted-flils-iinew-scwp--
the truth of the matter is that in fact the history of the peoples ofthe land Gods has drawn parallels to their . ture." Later, this region was invad-
there.has been no historicalevidence would date back well over several lives and that of Jesus Christ." It is ed by the Arabs and its population
to prove that, not by any ancient m inion years and its' earnest'writ- - in-the kriowledge of mos.t tha~ Lord forcibly converted to Islam under
writing or concrete. archaeological ings of the text well over 8,000- B~ddha was born. a pnnce .In the terror and harassment.
evidence. 10,000 years old. That far exceeds king~om of Kapil~vastu, In the Please be aware' that though we
Recent studies find that the reason the Aryan invasion which was sup- f~thills of the Himalayas. l:'0rd Indians may seem to be a silent
. the ci~zationcame to an end was . posed to occuraround·i900 ~~~ .~nsbn8 Jfa8~b9rn as -~~~-~--~- __cou:a-m!lnj~~ B8!'U~~_w.e 8~uld D:~t
in the result of environmental "They established a rigid caste sys- kin~()m. of M~thura. ~e Lord be Ignored for our contributions and
changes in the region, which led ulti- tem that forced the majority black Buddha 18 considered by Hindus to impact on modem life. An offense
mately to the drying of the population at the bottom of thissys- .be: an i~carnatio~ of ~od, Lord h~ not·only us, but also ~sh's
Saraswati River ( 1900 BC). Even in' tem." Aryan invasion aside, the Krishna IS ,God Hunself m ~uman the amage of the commumty who
a New York Times - Science Times intended purpose ofthe caste system fo~. H~wev~r)by no means ~ Lord defames us. Though I applaud you'
article dated February 10, 1998 on was a system for social' order and Krishna considered black. While He for your cultural pride, please care-
pages Fl and F5, the author writes, harmony. Visibly or invisibly, every h~s .beenp~rtraYedto be that color, ~ully investigate a1! sources concern-
We now· believe that there was no society has a caste system.· There is anginal Hindu tex~ ~uch as the mg any future topics and please be
outright invasion. The decline of the the education system, military, the Bhagavatam, -states HlS .color to be careful not to offend anyone.
Indus cities was the result of com- labor, agricultural workers, mer- that of the blue c~o~ds Just before
plex factors. Overextended economic chants and religious authority. the onset Or t~e ram: HIS color .was
and political networks, the drying Every well functioning society has n~t a factor m SOCle~, especially










Sunset Park section of Chinatown,
workers get paid as little as $2 an
hour; The examples just given are in
light of a retail industry that report-
ed $9 billion in 1995.
Why Sweated Labor?
A professor of economics at M.I.T.,
Michael Pioreand Alan Howard a
labor activist and journalist, both
agree that weakened-Unions and
budget cuts to regulatory agencies
that deal with curbing sweatshops,
has made the sweating system rise
again, at least in the United States.
Since the Reagan administration,
this country has seen vast reduc-
tions in social services. The anti-
sweatshop fight is no different. The
U.S. Labor Department has approxi-
mately 800 inspectors to check on 2
million workplaces which is hardly
enough even if they were all concen-
trated on just the apparel industry
which claims 22,000 apparel plants.
The role of the media and adver-
tising in generating unwarranted
consumer demand for clothes and
the latest look or stYleaISo can't be
ignored. " ,
This demand crea~ a !Ugh rate of
turnover for inventories. Goods must
be kept for as short a period of time
as possible, unless a retailer wants
to be stuck with selling last year's
colors or styles. Fashion and ~e
demand for new clothes is not some-
thing new, of course. ConsuIJ:ler cul-
ture in Britain over a hundred years
ago had people she1Jing aut extra
pounds trying toobtain the notion of
"Victorian respectabiIi~,.corsets
.,and all . .
Sweatshops
our credit worthiness. Most people York, there are an estimated one-
are tempted by bargains, and give third of 6,500 sweatshops.
into them,' thus unknowingly abet- Some of us may have remembered
ting such sweatshop conditions. that about 3 years ago in El Monte,
The term "sweating" refers to how California, there were 72 Thai immi-
much labor was "sweated" out of a grant women found working in near
worker to reach production levels slavery conditions for up to 7 years.
that make goods cheaper. A sweat- They worked in chains behind
shop as defined today .by.the _U.S. . barbed wires in an apartment com-
G e n era I plex for 18 hours
Ac coun ting a day. They
Office, is an. earned less than
employer who . ~~: ..:: ...~.seventy cents an
"violates more::{:::t .;:::::;::::: hour.
than one fed-·· In Honduras,
eral or state f c -xee:.<.. . there were
law governing '. ..... ....::+A::::~:~f.N~1~\:1:;t\:reports by a
m r n 1 mum .::~human rights
::::,and ~~~rd" <~F.,..":I'XWh· ..+/1·~'~:~ed :~::
labor, industri- ::i.f· ~: :;:.:- ;·C<.::::." tf'i:l.~~E"i···· .~"they found 33
al homework,L::~:: ::::;:::\{' ..J' ....>..:><~; ......:'~;::'~:::';':{:::::::::\',mB an g I ad e s h
occupational safety and health con- workers, who were transported by a
ditions, workers compensation, or contractor, laboring 80 hours a week
industry regulation." at 20 cents an hour on apparel which
This is how the sweatshop system were to be marked up to $13.00 sale
functions. The production of gar- at Wal-Mart in the U.S.
ments is divided. A manufacturer Here in New York City, just a few
gets an order for a certain number of months ago in June, a subcontractor
goods that his finn can't' handle, but in Brooklyn-- producing for a $70
nevertheless he agrees to the orders million company with 30 factories
without telling the retailer or cloth- called "Street Beat"--- was charged
ing company. He then subcontracts . by New York State Attorney
to distributors who then sends the General, Dennis Vacco for commit-
orders to smaller, unregulated ting 31 criminal wage violations.
shops. These small shops might fur- Sixteen (16) were for violating mini-
ther bre~ down the work b=l hiring . mum wage· laws and 15 for failing to
"homeworkers" to do the sewing and pay wages. Four workers who testi-
finishing work. These People pick up fiedin the case said that they
the work from the shop for which . worked up to 137 hours a week with-
they charge at a piecemeal rate. out any overtime pay, usually for 7
According To-a recent--General--~-days-a-week.in36-hour .shifts---In.
Accounting Office -report, in New some instances, like Brooklyn's
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Beware of Santa's
By Thomas Yam
The other day, while opening my
mailbox, sales coupons for seductive
products bombarded me. Most of
this I had no immediate use for.
Last Friday was the start of "Black
Friday,''' which the U.S. government
dubbed the unofficial start of the
holiday shopping season. This is an
observance that is strictly secular
and perhaps even demonstrates the
strongest of national traditions in
this country. The New York Times
has reinforced this event as well, by
devoting a couple of lengthy articles
to "Black Friday" kick starting the
momentum of free-wheeling spend-
ing. The Times is already filled to
the brim with advertisements for
luxury goods like Mikasa crystals
and Cartier watches during this sea-
son. Planted somewhere inconspicu-
ously among the maze of product
advertisements, is a news item. No
wonder the average shopper tends to
get very carried away during this
time of the season.
I intend to remind shoppers that
the goods that they buy have a great
hidden cost. No, it's not the price of
shipping and handling. It is sweat-
shop labor. The sweatshop system
still pervades many industries but
particularly the garment industry.
We hear many horror stories about
this practice and many of us find it
deplorable.
It matters a great deal to know
what the facts are concerning what
we spend our money'on and how
that produc.t_was__m~ge·_MQ!:.e .~~ .
now, when most of us are tested on
our "will-power" and the limits of
Descendant Of Sally Hemings & Thomas Jeffe.rson
Responds to "My Two Cents" Ar~~~~?ville,Virginia, and later
By Arthur Westerinen . that' his mother's duties at ple about things that are not usu~lly moved to Chillicothe~Obio~' At some
I am a graduate studentat Baruch, -Morrticello were to "take care of his discussed. It is my und~rst~ndIn~ point, Eston decided to move again
working part-time toward obtaining chamber and wardrobe look after. that the Black community IS we and put his African heritage in the
my MBA. I am also the great-great- his children and do such light work versed on the subjects of the ra~e past, as well as his ties with his
great-great grandson of Thomas as sewing". and subjugation of slaves by their brother.
~ Jefferson and his slave, Sally The fact that he owned her howev- masters, interracial children ?orn of Almost 150 years later, because of
Hemings. Recent DNA tests have er cannot be ignored. Compared those unions, and the "~aSSlng. for the publicity surrounding the DNA
proven that this relationship .exist- with the other slaves at Monticello, white" of many people WIth MrIca~ results,' we as Eston's descendants
ed. Since it was my uncle who pro- she may have had an enviable, but blood. White people. genera~y do~ t got the opportunity to meet some of
vided the matching DNA that what choice did she have? Again, we know about these things".It IS. not In Madison's descendants on the Oprah
proved Heming's youngest son Eston can't know but despite the fact that our families' oral histories, I~ Our Winfrey show. At lunch afterwards,
was also Jefferson's son, my family Jefferson said some truly' con- . textbooks or in our gene~al topics of we talked for hours, and what came
. hasbeencoveredextensively by-the 'temptible things .about slaves aI:ld _ conversatio.Il· If certain narrow- out of that meeting was a promiseto
media. My mother was the-white African-Americans, he disagreed in minded white people were aware of reta~thesenewfamilYboIids-.- More
woman on the news at whom your theory with slavery and even tried to the fact that many fo~mer slav~s or importantly, together we realized
"My 2 Cents" author wanted to include a passage in the Declaration their c~dren. of m~xed herItage. that we are in a unique position to
throw a brick. There are a few of Independence, later removed by passed Into white SOCI~ty and could lead the effort to educate people
points to which I would like to his colleagues, railing against the very well be among their own ances- about these ideas. Maybe we can
respond. evils of slavery. His ownership of tors, it is possible that some change have some impact on racial relations
The article says that we haven't slaves is one of the irreconcilable c 0 u 1 d hap pen by opening a dialogue between races
been heard from on how Sally aspects of his character that has I believe it is tragic .that people of where issues like these can be dis-
Hemings felt. The truth, as we have been debated by historians 'for cen- mixed heritage found It necess.ary ~o cussed.
said is that we cannot know how she turies. He "inherited" Sally leave their African roots behind In d b' I Ii History nee s to e rewritten in
felt about her life. The historian Hemings with many slaves from his order to pass for white. rea ze
II d our schools to include -some of the
Fawn Brodie, who in her 1974 biog- wife's father John Wayles, who was that as a white male I .don't un e.r-
ike to f first-hand accounts of slavery thatraphy of Jefferson states the case for also Sally's father through his rela- stand what it was 1 e.to. lace preju- were passed down through Black
a 38-year loving relationship with tionship with his slave and concu- dices, lack of opportumtle~or p~rse- families. The contributions of slaves
compelling circumstantial evidence, bine. Daytime drama was never so cution that African-American lived
was the one who first made the con- complex. I also have to object to the with in the 1800's or even today, but need to be recognized in our history
nection for us between our family characterization of this story as the it is horrifying to think of the cost of books and' in our monuments,
tree and that of Jefferson and "Sally Hemings fiasco." Whether you leaving loved ones behind. My because they-were the ones who
E H' J ff built the plantations and did all the
Hemings. Some of the evidence in believe the relationship was abusive ancestor, ston emmgs .e erson, work that allowed the ideals of the
her then-controversial book was or loving, you must recognize the was among two of five children of
taken from Jefferson's meticulous benefit of having it discussed in the Sally Hemings and Thomas forefathers like Thomas Jefferson to
ff h h E come to fruition.journal entries including among news. The story' has created a lot of Je erson w 0 c ose to pass. ston
other examples, significant sums interest since it involves our third was very close to his brother, ' If my family has ~ny impact on this
spent on "clothes for Sally", and from President, and because of its high Madison, and after they were freed long-needed enlightenment of white
the memoirs of their son Madison, profile; it may serve to educate peo- they owned land together in society, then I cannot apologize for
"hogging the spotlight".





finance p~ogram;::-: t 'got- to work at
the same time, and I'm not $70,000
in debt," were some of the main
points he used to demonstrate the
qualities of a Baruch education. He
also stressed that "you need to be
able to articulate that well ii in an
interview.
Jacobson spoke about an interview
in which he was asked why he went
to Baruch. His answer was:
"Frankly, because I could not get in
to any other place." Though he
agrees that this answer is far from
perfect, he still got the job.
continued on page 18
That is an enormous percentage
gain, even by today's volatile Wall
Street standards.
Cyberian Outpost (Nasdaq:COOL)
went public in July with an initial
market capitalization of $400 mil-
lion. In the early .weeks, the stock
saw a market capitalization of $200
million, before it rocketed to a cap
over $700 million. There was no
great news or any super merger that
caused this massive fluctuation.
Many Internet stocks have posted
large unorthodox percentage gains. I'
Analysts from Donaldson, Lufkin &
Jenrette Inc., to Bankers Trust, are
scrambling to figure out just what
these firms are worth. The biggest
obstacle for analysts is ,the targ~,
.'-'-------------
started -at - the -compliaMe---depart--~- from --BaI'U~~1I Finkelstein said.
ment of a brokerage, firm, while "You have to have your reasons to go
Jacobson began his career as a trad- to a school like Baruch," he contin-
er just after he finished high school. ued. "Great professors, a strong
"Above getting good grades, above
saying, 'I'm interested in: finance,'
you got to have something on your
resume," Finkelstein said. Jacobson
reinforced Finkelstein by saying,
"Work will create your best network,
do not be embarrassed to jump into
people's offices, the worst is that
they will throw you' out, and that is
not that terrible. II
'~QU,~Q-tJ.Q.-h..g,V~..eome-,
tking-lIn~_your-resume.-",
Baruch's image seems to be a sore
point in the self esteem of many
Baruchians, including the speakers.'
While Christopher Blum, a guest
speaker whose presentation was cov-
ered in The Ticker three weeks ago,
was very aggressive in describing
t~e faults of Baruch, the two speak-
comprehensive can be derived out of
their statements. Many of them,
however, agree that Internet stocks
are hard to value and behave in an
erratic manner.
No matter what model you use to
evaluate these stocks, it is the earn-
ings reports that will dictate the
prices. Who said you are unable to
'become a millionaire over night? -If
you picked up a couple of shares in
Yahoo or Amazon.com, you could be
sitting on your Yacht in the middle of
the Atlantic Ocean, sipping martinis.
Examples of the madness that'
characterize the Internet sectors are
in abundance. Yahoo
(Nasdaq:YHOO), probably the most
Baruch Alumni
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."None 'of this makes
sense, but no one
wants this party to
end."
By Daniel Birk
"None of this makes sense, but no
one wants this party to end, II says
Roger McNamee, a general partner
at Integral Capital Partners in
Menlo Park, Calif. McNamees was
discussing the difficulty in Internet
stocks valuations for a Wall Str-eet
Journal article.








nothing to do with race. According to
Runoko Rashidi, "Ktesias, for exam-
ple, the first European t<:> write a
comprehensive general account of
India, known to posterity as the
Indika of Ktesias, mentions large
concentrations of blacks in the
regions of the eastern Himalayas
and the upper Ganges, where most
accounts place the birthplace of
Buddha."
For years, Euro-centricized history'
has covered the vast achievements
~fAfrikans by covering up their race
by identifying them through the
place of birth. For example, if you '
were to tell me that you are
American, this, gives me no clue as
to what is your racial identification,
your ethnicity or your religious affil-
iation. This is why you will always
hear me refer to myself as Afrikan or
Haitian or anything else to try to
run away from the horrible truth
that I was born in Babylon Central,
USA.
As for her being dumbfounded, at
the comparisons between Krishna,
Buddha, and Jesus Christ, i would
like to point out just two of the simi-
larities due to lack of space.(For
more info you can check out Bible
Myths by T.W. Duane) All three
were said to be born of a virgin
mother, Krishna ot the "Virgin
Devaki, Buddha of the virgin Maya
and J-esus of the virgin Mary.
Another comparison would be that
just like King -Herod ordered the
killing of all male children in the
search of baby Jesus, King Kansa
ordered the slaying of all male chil-
dren looking for Krishna.
Chowdury ends her letter by say-
ing ,"Though I applaud you for your
cultural pride, please carefully
investigate all sources concerning
any future topics and please be care-
ful not to offend anyone."
i would urge her to follow her OWN
advice and she may want to start by
reading Dalit: The Black Untouchables
of India by V.T. Rajshekar and doing
some research on how the word India is,
an ancient Kushite (Ethiopian) word
that means BLACK. Chowdhury may
also want to take into consideration
that the Eurocentric history that she so
desperately clings on to-willnot benefit
peoples of color or more specifically her
own Indian community. Furthermore,
we as Afrikan people, cannot allow indi- .
viduals like Chowdury to dismiss our
existence whether we are inAfrika or in
India. We have our very PROUD histo-
ry and for us to allow ·other peeple to
define our existence is very dangerous
, .
to say the least. ,
Before i go ya'Il, if you inSist that you
absolutely must contribute to this
monolithic capitalistic system during
these so-called Holidays (which i think
is nothing but a, huge scam to: make
,black people go to stores like a bJiJich Qf
zombies) please spend ~.~ ,
wisely. No other ethnic 8roup....:f~lbe '
reminded .to. contiibU:te: .to ~,.~ ,-
community. . .. ' .. : , - .. ":,' :'.- .'; .:. .-
Yall come back ~;'ya~'bear?: .: ,: .' :,' . '
Peace... '
, I
modern day descendant of those
Afrikans who are now labeled the
~'untouchables," the "tribals" or oth-
erwise referred to as the Dalits. i
made no mention of what we per-
ceive as Indians today so i am
unclear as to what she is offended
about. i can only deduce that she is
upset at the very fact that there
ARE black people in India.
The Dalits do Exist, Damn It!
Chowdhury states, "Also, on my
numerous journeys to India (l go
almost every 2-3 years), I have never
seen any sign of "black pride" in the
form of militancy, the Dalit
Panthers or anything else..: I even
took a semester off to stay there for
six months, and did extensive travel-
ing in the interiors of the country,
and I have never seen what you are
talking about... I would be surprised
if I found any 'dalit'
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eople or not i
would like to point
out the fact that




Prep Conference to the World
Conference on Human Rights in
Vienna in 1993. The coalition
between Afrikan-Amerfkans and
Dalits remain quite strong which is
demonstrated at annual sessions of
the United Nations Sub-Commission
on the Prevention of Discrimination -
and Protection of Minorities. The
Dalits also have their own ideas cir-
culating in the "Dalit Voice" which is
a publication that has been in exis-
tence for the past 15 years. This pub-
lication is India's largest circulated
journal among Dalits and have fea-
tured articles such as, "African ori-
gin of glorious Dalits"(9/16/85),
"African-American liberation is not
possible until Dalits are free"
(411/93) and ''Western whites stole
knowledge from Africans" (12/6/91)
Racial Characteristics of Buddha
and Hare Krishna
. As proof for her argument that
.Buddha and 'Krishna are not black,
God forbid, she points to Buddha's
birthplace as the Himalayas and.
that of Khrisna as Mathura. My
sources 'concur, but nationality has
¢i!!3S[
" "\ r ( J I _,....., ... - -. . .. ,. ~ ..
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tions of modern day Indian society.
This is of course does DDt negate the
contributions of Indians and was not
to be interpreted as a slight towards
this community. Chowdhury, per-
haps is under the impression that
My Two Cents is a "multicultural"
forum where "multicultural" issues
are discussed. She is mistaken.
It is of my firm opinion, that each
community or ethnic group is
responsible for liberating them-
selves from whatever forces that
seek to oppress them. Therefore, i
find it incomprehen~e· for
Chowdhury to expect me to expand
on the historical contributions of the
Indian community especially when i
feel that i am completely disquali-
fied to do so, due to the fact that i am
an Mrikan woman and not of Indian
descent. i also find it amusing that





























write My Two Cents it is not my
foremost intention to insult anyone.
Although, there are sectors of the
population who will undoubtedly be
offended by the content of this col-
umn (brainwashed blacks, the KKK,
diehard capitalists, closet racists
etc.), i do not have a secret checklist'
of different ethnic groups that i refer
everytime i sit down and write this
column. While Chowdhury would
like to make this a Black vs. India
thing, i would invite her to reread
that particular article and rethink
her accusations.
-A..Brief Overview -The content of
the September 30th article of which
she is responding to, is primarily
about the masterpiece African
Presence in Early Asia, a book that i
have read, among others, that focus-
es on the colonies of Kush (renamed
Ethiopia) and Khemit (renamed
Egypt) throughout the continent of
Asia. i briefly discussed the original
Afrikan inhabitants of India who
erected the powerful Indus civiliza-
tion before being attacked by hostile
.Aryan tribes. i also wrote aboUt the
," ,va]; i'. J. .
, "
By Sergy Tabuteau
It is always a pleasure to hear
from our readers and i am glad that
Ishani Chowdhury sent in a
, response to the My Two Cents arti-
cle, dated September 30th of this
year. i went back to that particular
issue and read it twice myself before
i sat down to write this.
Chowdhury begins her letter
thanking me for publishing an arti-
cle she wrote in the' November 12
issue, "First Footsteps of Modern
Civilization." She states, "Despite
my initial hesitations about editing
you proved me wrong, and the main
article was felt through." With this
statement, she seems to imply that
her "hesitations" were based on an
assumption that i would tamper
with her article or "edit" out her
main ideas.
If you do have some "hesitations"
that i am indeed out to get you
please refrain from handing in five
page articles so i won't have to hack
it to death. The more your articles
are closer to the requested amount
the less likely it is that i have to
alter your work of art. And ifyou are
brilliant enough of a writer then i
promise i won't change a word and it
will be published as given to me. 'I'he
requested word count is clearly stat-
ed at the bottom of the first page of
the OP-EDS section. Although i can
definitely appreciate Chowdhury's
zest for her topic, we, at The Ticker,
are expecting articles not book
reports.
She states, "Please be aware that
though we Indians may seem as a
silent community at Baruch, we
should not be ignored for our contri-
butions and impact on modern life.
An offense hurts not only us, but
tarnishes the image of the communi-
ty that defames us.. Though I
applaud you for your cultural pride,
please carefully investigate all
sources concerning any future topics
and please be careful not to offend
"anyone.
Ifit hasn't been made apparent to
the regular Ticker reader by now,
My Two Cents is directed towards
one particular audience. Ironically,
even though i am specifically talking
to one audience, i have been compli-
mented by both Afrikan and non-
Afrikan readers for the content.
However, there will be times where i
will draw parallels concerning his-
toric injustices. committed against
various ethnic groups but my focus
remains the same. This column is
written to discuss issues that affect
the Afrikan community, a communi-
ty that' is either intentionally
ignored or, being force fed a 'diet of
irrelevant sitcoms and buck-em-
down gang banging movies. My Two
Cents is geared toward the Afrikan
who is concemed about her political, ,
economic, and historical status.
It is for this reason that in the
September 30th article, i focused
entirely on Afrikan people in India
and did not expand- on the contribu-
--








College, isn't so positive.
Gotbaum, who focused oil global-
ization 's effect on b'lue collar
workers feels that it alters the
economy and- takes away the jobs
of union producers, and hands it to
non-union service workers.
"Management has a strong self
interest. They have international-
ized, globalized business,"
Gotbaum said. He sees globaliza-
tion as weakening labor, and
warns that if labor does not reor-
ganize soon, it will become power-
.less in' the near future.
Is globalization good for the
world economy? It depends who
you ask. The international finan-
cier, Soros, will say no, considering
that Wall Street has racked up bil-
lions in losses-do to economic fall-
out that resulted from globaliza-
tion. The American blue collar
workers will say it destroys the
economy. And in truth, it does take
away their, jobs. However, the
business owner who is interested
in means of production, trade, and
most importantly,"the bottom line,
will say yes. What's the moral?
Before you listen to sonieone's
opinion on globalization, find out
which camp he represents;
any
alization.
To be sure, globalization isn't a
windfall for everyone. Lentner does
point out Lth at the benefits of glob-
alization are reaped unevenly, with
some nations gaining tremendous-
ly, while for others, economic
growth remains stagnant. But for
the ones that benefit, the payoff is
truly remarkable. "In· 1960, the
Korean per capita income per year
was about $60. In 1995 it was
$10,000," Lentner said. In addition
to this, he feels that globalization
creates burdens on companies to be
extremely flexible, since they must
adopt to best practices, or be over-
run by competitors.
While Lentner and Tsurumi were
quite positive about the future of,
globalization, Victor Gotbaum, who
is director of the National Center of
Collective Bargaining at Baruch
o "In 1960, the Korean
per capita income per
year was about '$60. In




.Yoshi Tsurumi, professor of
International Business at Baruch's
Zicklin school, and a speaker at the
forum isn't deterred by the current
crisis. He sees globalization as the
panacea, not the poison pill. You
can certainly not-deny the tremen-
dous economic and political bene-
fits to emerging nations," he said.
Tsurumi proves· his point with
Korea, which fifty years ago had a
~ minuscule economy, but today is an
industrial Goliath.
Tsurumi doesn't sees globaliza-
tion going away anytime soon. "It is
an irreversible process," he said.
However, Howard Lentner, a pro-
fessor ofpolitical science at Baruch,
doesn't agree with his colleague
from the Zicklin school. "I would
like to suggest that globalization is
not irreversible, it is not inex-
orable," he said. "It is the product of
human agency, and product of
human agency is subject to deci-
sion, and can be changed."
Lentner also disputes the view
that we are in an unique period of
globalization. He doesn't sees glob-
alization as new invention, but
rather as an old invention with a
new name. "We previously had a
free trade system before World War
I," he said. "We also had a lot of for-
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Left to Ri~t.Gotbaum, Prof. Chadwin, Mitsui CEO ShimtlZU,Prof. Lentner, Prof.·~i,Mitsui
Exec. VP Hirabayash, Dr. Manca, Misui Foundation Program Director Garland.
eign direct investment. So some of
the things we' see -today are obvi-
ously products ofan liberal interna-
tional economy that was staged in
the late nineteenth century, pre
World War 1., Interrupted by the
wars and reinstated in the post-war
period."
Is globalization good for us,
according to Lentner? Yes. He
points to the numerous benefits of
globalizatiori such as "best prac-
tices." For those not savvy with
. consulting terms, the concept of
"best practices" referS to a process
or strategy developed somewhere
that is superior to a current prac-
tice. Without globalization, it is
doubtful that this process will
emerge as the dominantw8.Y of
doing something across the world,
allowing all, business to benefit
from it. However, now that we have .
globalization, many.businessesare
plugged into each other via the
global market place. A business can




"It has become an arti-
cle of faith that capi-
tal controls should be
abolished and the
, financial markets of
individual countries,
including banking,
opened up to interna-
tional competition."
By Dov Gertzulin
Globalization: Is it an economic
panacea or poison pill? That is the
question that central bankers and
economists are now asking them-
selves. For the past few years, many
have predicted .that globalization
would solve the worlds current eco-
nomic problems. The poor develop-
ing nations, would be able to export
to larger nations and receive foreign
capital, which would improve their
economies. Developed, mature
nations would be able to invest in
the economies of poor nations, and
reap huge profits from the new mar-
kets and cheap labor which became·
available.
At first, all went according to plan.
Asian nations such as Indonesia,
which ,were from the poorest
nations on th~ globe ·a few decades
ago, were transferred into economic
engines of growth. People were hail-
ing the Asian miracle, a triumph of
globalization. "Business schools
were teaching globalization as
something absolutely beneficial to a
corporation, or an immutable
process that everyone must adapt
to," said Mark Chadwin, director of
the Weissman Center for
International Business.
But all that may change with the
collapse of the Asian economies.
Suddenly, people have begun to
doubt the fundamental arguments
for globalization.
George Soros has been quite vocal
in the issue with the release of his
new book, The Crises of Global
Capitalism. In his book, the inter-
national financier and speculator
who "broke the Bank of England"
questions whether developing
nations should actually have open
or globalized financial markets,
where money can flow in and out by
the press of a button. "It has become
an article of faith that capital con-
trols should be abolished and the
financial markets of individual
countries, including banking,
opened up to international competi-
tion ," he wrote. Soros points to the
fact that the countries with capital
controls such as China and India
fared the Asian crisis far better
than their open market neighbors in
Southeast Asia.
At Baruch College, the Weissman
Center for International Business,
hosted a lunch-time forum titled,
"Globalization: Is It Good For You?"
The forum, which was sponsored by
Mitsui & Company (USA), explored
whether globalization is healthy in
, light -or-theAsian debacle.-------.
as Of 4-Dec-1998
'".beginning with modest pay increases
over time. While front office posi-
tions pay almost nothing in the
beginning, they have potential to
payoff in the long run, far surpass-
ing the pay scale of the back office.
Finkelstein's suggestion was to
take front office positions in smaller
firms, which will supply much-need-
ed experience, and will be a stepping
stone on the way to bigger firms.
Not specifically addressed, but
clearly visible in between the lines
, ,
was the importance of networking
and personal relations. 'Jacobson
and Firikelstein mentioned events in
which personal relations got them
the next position or promotion.
Aaron Kehoe, president of the
Finance and Economics Society, was
pleased with the presentation. "The
presentation showed that students
from Baruch have a chance to be·
very successful, if they strive for
that," he said. The club hosts speak-
ers almost every week, most of them
are alumni. Next week's speaker
will be Erik Milton from Trester
Singer, who is a trader and a Baruch
alumnus.
course of three weeks.
To overcome these difficulties,. new
methods are being adopted to value
this over priced sector. According to
the WSJ's Internet article on
November 30, BT Alex Brown's
.Shaun Andrikopoulos has devised a
unique way of valuing Internet
stocks. She has thrown away tradi-
tional earning and revenue models,
.and instead employs a method that
measures Internet firms by their
customer bases, number of hits at
their sites, and marketing dollars
spent. Other analysts look at cash
reserves, Web site traffic, and site
subscriptions. These models are
being used to discover the next great
growth company.
CNBC's Squawk Box anchors are
always joking about the movements
in this sector. Numerous guest hosts
watch in amazement at how fast
prices have risen, and recognize the
absurdity related to their valuations.
Lately, the Internet effect has
started to spill over to other parts of
the market. Two weeks ago, a deal in
which AOL will acquire Netscape
was announced. AOL will pay an
estimated $4.8 billion to acquire
Netscape, compared to the $10.7 bil-
lion Deutsche Bank is paying to buy
banking titan Bankers Trust.
Netscape is only a three year-old
company.
One thing is clear, nobody fully
understands the underlying forces
driving this sector. How high will it
fly? Will one of these stocks truly be
the next Microsoft?
Yahoo Inc
to accept any of them for at least
nine months after graduation. His
feelings on the matter were so strong
that in one interview he told the
interviewer, "I don't want to do oper-
ations, what I really want is to do
research. How fast can I get out of
this department?" When the inter-
viewer reminded him that the inter-
view was for an operations position,
Finkelstein said, "Then I am not
your man." Ten minutes later the
interview was over. Finkelstein,
who thought that the battle was lost,
was surprised to get a call from the
head of the firm's research depart-
ment, asking him ifhe was available
for an interview.
Finkelstein stated that the line of
thought of "I can work my way from
back office to front office" is not very
realistic. "It's not the 1960's, it's the
1990's, and there are enough good
people with relevantexperience who
will be preferred to take front office
positions."
The insistence on front office posi-
tions can be hard for many Baruch
students. Mainly because most
firms that recruit at Baruch, offer
.back office positions. In addition,
these positions pay better at the
E*trade, or DLJ Direct, by those who
believe in, and are impressed with,
this fa.st developing online medium.
These investors do not possess the
knowledge about stock valuations,
and definitely do not have the
research available to institutional
investors.
The range of individual investors
hypnotized' by' Internet sto~ks spans
from retired business people to col-
lege students. A very real and possi-
ble danger to the stock market is
related to the fact that most of new
investors buy on margin, which is
borrowing cash from the investment
houses, hoping to pay it back when
the stocks' value rises. If the mar-
ket; especially the Internet sector,
takes a dive, these investors will not
be able to pay their electric bills.
Many Internet investors are miss-
ing out on investment indicators.
The WSJ published an article on
December 2, 1998, entitled
"Internet-Company Insiders Were
Willing To SeH Highflying Stock in
Past three Months." According to
the article, many executives are sell-
ing thousands of shares of their. own
companies. That is a sure indication
that even they think the stocks are
overvalued.
Yahoo alone has a price-to-earnings
ratio of over 200, while the average
PIE ratio hovers around 25. The
WSJ reported that executives at
Amazon.com, Earthlink Network,
and Books-A-Million have unloaded
shares over the past month.
Executives at' Excite sold a total of
752,790,450 shares over the
,
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"They don't have the
street smarts we have. "
continued from page 17
Jacobson -used this example to
demonstrate that it is not only the
school that determines employment
opportunities, but also one's ~ills
and personality that opens doors to
great careers.
"Most people from there [Ivy
~eague schools] are used to things
being handed to them, and you have
the drive and the energy,"
Finkelstein said. "They don't have
the street smarts we have."
Both speakers said that, after they
graduated, they did all that was
within their power to avoid back
office positions. Back office positions
are usually operations, compliance,
internal audit and related positions.
Mr. Finkelstein defined them a's
positions which support the profit
.gerrerating' parts of a firm.
Finkelstein said that although he
had received several operations
offers from big firms, he decided not
stocks. Normally, institutional
investors such as banks, portfolio
managers, insurance companies, and
mutual fund companies ' do the
majority of trading volume.
However, most internet stocks are
traded in lots smaller than 500
shares by individual investors. One
thousand shares per r-----------------:-:--------------------.,
trade is considered to






stocks' run-ups as a
result of private
investors. In fact,
they say most of
internet stocks are
traded via internet
trading sites such as
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Baruch Alumni Speak Out on Job Strategy
continued from page 17
gaining 20 points one day, and shed-
ding 40 points the next, it is hard to '
accurately value the stock or even
examine the reliability of models to
assess the stock's value.
The headline in the Money &
Investing section of the November
30, 1998 issue of the Wall Street
Journal -r'ead, "Interriet-F'irm
Valuations Prove A Challenge Amid
Fluctuations."
The month of November saw
Internet stocks hit their peaks,
before giving back in early
December. Other big moves for the
sector are Onsale Inc.
(Nasdaq.O'Nfil.), a web auctioneer,
Books-A-Million (Nasdaq:BAMM),
an Internet 'bookseller, eBay Inc.
(Nasdaq:EBAY), an Internet super-
store, have all seen incredible run-
ups in prices.
Some professionals try to explain
the volatility by pointing to those
who are involved in trading Internet
Internet Stocks Reach Hyper-Valuations
Ei:~.t~~~~:t
ry; with ·$13,94ff,811 from- 295,534
.theatergoers' irithe· week .. endin.g
.•NovemlJer:·~:~ ·.·.:}I'he:largesfgross
was the .week of December 29. .. . .. .... ... . . ,1997. ... . ..<:........ . .
Apple Computer. Fixes OS 8.5.
Apple Computer, Inc.
(Nasd~q:AAPL) released an
update to its Mac OS 8.5 in order to
address several bugs that have
appeared since its release. Mac OS
8.5.1 is avaiable for free from the
company's web site. at
www:.~ppl~.c6mand can be ordered
on CD-ROM for $9.95. The update
fixes data corruption problems as
well as difficulties with the new
Sherlock feature.
Universal:eans CEO. Unviersal
Pictures, a . unit of Seagram
(NYSE:VO),. fired chairman and
·CEO (~aseYSllverarter"Babe: Pig
in the Cit~.JJada poor $8.2 million
opening weekend. The· week
turnout alsofollows the recent box-
office dud "Meet Joe Black.". Ron
Meyer, president and·· CEO of
Universal Studios is to take his
place.
18
Novell Releases NetWare 4.2.
N()y~l.1.. ...I:q(;:.: \~~.~4~q)i.QY.~X
announced....the-······r.ealeaSe...: ....of.
NetWare ,4.2, an upgrade for
NetWare 4.11 and intraNetWare
customers. The release comes on
top of the company's recent release
of NetWare 5., The upgrade inte-
grates Novell Directory Services
with both IP and IPX and ships
with the same ZENworks client
software that NetWare 5.0 uses,
ensuring a seamless upgrade from
4.2 to 5.0. Also new to 4.2 are a
five-user version of Oracle's
Oracle8 and Netscape's FastTrack
web server and Communicator
software.
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female guitarists to the lineup. The
band has .ezolved.a.great deal since
then.
David: How did the name Naked
Highway come about?
jammed -to·what we created-on .the
road. And 'the second ~e we met
W$s ..s~:nt prtn:miTlg.8Itd.jnlprovising
all this stuff. Loads and loads of
ADATS...being cost efficient! After
that, we started on the record and
put everything together. I was also
working on the new Bomb the Bass
record with Tim Simenon. leo-pro-
duced it and wrote some tracks, so
Sy: That was a recent change, we've
been through. several name ...
-ehanges~ -. The· ~er- -d- our· -album.
Blue Hail) Blonde Eyes is a picture
ef a highway through a steehfence,
so I wanted 'something with the
word "highway," Twas watching 'the
movie Naked Lunch, and Naked
Highway seemed to have a magical
ring to it. It's sexual, but it also con-.
jures feelings of emptiness, desola-
tion and loneliness. Basically, it just
·sounds nice!
David: How dose' are you to being
: .. ' signed, to a label?· " .
. ' .. - cQn.tiaUetlOaPaee22.
Spaceman Sy: The'band was start-
ed by 'accident, A couple of friends of
mine' would DJ at parties,:and I
would sing over the music. It was
just-a bit of fun, I would wearcrazy
vintage outfits :- like red plaid
pants, a bright yellow shirt and
black sneakers - really' wacky.
After a-while, people started~asking" ·Davkt:·· 'Howwould- you- -deseribe : ....-..
if we were a'band. We were like, your music?
"Yeah, okay; ifyou say so." At first it
.waspure dance and techno" but Sy: I don't know. 'We never stick to
then we~ integrating live the same style. We ~Put out a
iDstniments:intothea~ addiDg.two. full-on punk song like cGramercy
_"- .. _,Par'k,· and.thenput out aniDdustri~ .
ai-techno track like c~riving
..~:. 'Sometimes, we walk' the
.1iiieJiDe betWeeDthe·two sty1eson a
soJig. like' ·DiScoDan.ci:ng~» while
also incorporating. certain 'pop ·ele-
·menta. The important thing.is that
we never limit .ourselves -. we even
·have a jazz interlude011·the. album!
., But.·for tJ:le most~ I'd say we're
, eleebo-rodL:·',· ... ._u __ "_ .




coming band that is getting serious
attention from .college radio. They
are also hit1;ing the studio hard, and
are' whetting·the- appetites of record
labels all around. The following is





Jack: Not ". ".'
really. The Jack·1l8iigeis
only weirdsituationI'vebeenin was Jack: Ye8h:"Beinie' Maupin and
when J was cO-headlining' with1HJ8 .' ·P.'GIeisoiiTootlfor'woom'wereiii'
State. They really weren'tpulling Herbie .H8Dcock'B.band...Thatwas
anyone...(laughs) really interesting.·Wewentu1tOthis
big studio in San Francisco. Each
Sy: Do you think you might trade one of them had their own booths.
some remixes with Liam? We had some stuff which we'd been
rehearsing at the end of the '96 tour.
Jaclc Ho~-~-we'were"~"'SOwe'went thro\f~lrllie-'soh-"anQ"" .. cotaj.~~·~P~~:~'··~. .. . ". , ..~ -~ ~y. , '._....... . _._ _..g _-_ -~ .
out and they're all really nice. I Ii' • .-:1:- h ""T k d H· h .
mean. I've never met them before Rzue t e -l.~a e zg way
and I didn't know what they looked
like. They're all very down-to-earth.
They've all ..coJJle f!;"Qm.. J1__~~r'l£j_l!g
classbackiround from England.
Sy: Right, most people perceive
l:Todigy as...Keith ·with the hair,
Maxim with the eyes...
Sy: ...and everyone started bring
out their guitars...
Jack: That's what it's about.
They'Ve- been doing··~~~-~l~_.
It's all about shock and change. David Lo: How did the band get
They don't want to follow the trend started?
or conform to jmage. Yo~~oW,first
it was gnmge... '
.. " . .-
Sy: Yeah, .I remember some of your .'.
older stuff on Was Tnu!·was hard- .
er-edged, .and then you moved on to
more 'Of an 'ambiant style. Now the
new- album is sOrt ofsimilar. to what ' ,
you were doing in the beginning... 'So" .
dO you fee1..as.,thoughyou're.gQiDg .. :~

















By: -But you live in-Sen -Francisc<l ".
now...
Spaceman Sy: So. New York. Have
you gotten to see the sites?
Jaek'D8ngers:'No, but that's howit
is on these press tours. I did in 1989,
when we came on our first tour, but
that was the first time I'd ever been'
on a plane! I'd neve:r been out of the
country!
Jack: Yeah, it's one extreme to the
other. I come from a working class
family. We went on holiday once...in
1975. (unighs) I nevefliaa-a-oIke,-
never had a car, never had,a boat.
When I was 16, I had no qualifica-
tions. My dad died from working
with asbestos, and I ended up with
his job - cleaning out toilets for three
years. So, it's the real deal...
Sy: Well look at you now! aaughs)'
Jack: (laughs) Yeah, I appreciate it!
I love it! I've never takenariything
for granted. You can't just go -out on
stage and shake your ass. You've got
to be real.
Sy: Speaking of being on stage, Jack: ...now it's "eleetronica." The
you've recently performed with only ·thing that would shock me is if
Prodigy. A friend ofmine was at the people started· slamming Meat Beat
show the. other..night .aad said-this ... 'as'"-electronieai" -becanse we're not.
girl nearby' fainted when you came It's just what it is~· It changes from
out on stage! track to track, from album to album.
All these bands, like The Orb to
Underworld to ProcJ.qry,. have.
their own sound. With Meat Beat, .
the~~dh~~mvoo~~l~.
. so many different' tYPeS Ofmwne;'~
and it just comes out that way.
Jack: (laughs) Really? It wasproba-
bly a "he." It was bloody hot. That
was a great tour, quick two weeks.
It was the biggest tour rye ever been'
on. We were flying everywhere with
just one band-not like a festival tour.
And we' were playing for 5,000 Pe0-
ple, all ages. There were people in
the crowd who were like 13 .or 14,
who were probably one when .our
first record came out. That's why we
do these things. Bands, elammer to
get on a tour .like that.. ·We. <Udn~t
even havea record out, it was only
that Liam Howlett WaD~ Meat
Beat.
Sy: Sowiueh·do 'YQU" ·prefer, 'l8rge..
.Ma,nifesto Destiny:.JaekDQngers~Mea:tExposed
By~~Sy'. .
Jack Dangers formed Meat Beat
Manifesto in the -late '80's. Their Jack: Smaller on~, definitely,
first album, Storm the Studio, quick-
ly established' the Meat Beaters as.
masters in the art .Of· sampling.
Many prominent acts in the world of
big beat/electronic music,. such. as
The Prodigy and Fatboy Slim,.
have beendirectlyinfluencedby the
band. In fact, the aforementioned
groups, along with Future Sound
of London .and The Chemical
Brothers, to name a few, have sam-
pled Meat Beat time and time again.
Meat Beat Manife.sto now rests sole-
ly in the hands of Jack. Dangers,
. 'whom I had the pleasure ofspeaking
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For me "No'; is Dot~ answer. ..
Cannot, Can't~ (1on't andsurren-
derare.not in my vocabaJary. If
.wbatwiII~wm be. Thenit
will be-What I 'Will it. ~ -,
7-18-95
Sometimes things don't always go
just according to plan. In fact most
. of the time it seems as if you're in
the backseat and someone else is
wheeling your life around. It's up to
you' to take control, take the wheel
and designate your own course.
Some things are beyond our control
but if we really look closer, another
large percentage of these things are
results of decisions we consciously
.made. I chose to try to makeit fast
and as a result I wound up handing
over my steering wheel for a bit.
Now it's up to me to move back up
front, up to the driver's seat.
---.-~~.------'------ .....IIIIIIIII!!IlI.....
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5-20-94
I saw a pile of brains laying in the
street today, I got to the scene
1-6-94
Black and his man T-Rex came by
lastnight,packed. up and ready to
go. They bundled up the crack in my
house.' T~Rexwas eyeballing me the
whole night. 1 don't know him. I
don't like him. I don't think he likes .
me either. They bundled up the
crack and then concealed it in their
luggage. We puffed a couple of els
and then they broke out for the bus
station. They're going somewhere in
Virginia.. They got this bitch down
there who's going to put them up
while they handle their business.




. Black came by with this stripper
bltc~ and her friend. People say
Black looks like Tupac. I don't know
why they call him Black,he's light
skinned -like me. Anyway, the bitch
didn't look all that good in the face
but her body was obscene! She had
tits the size of boulders, the kind
that will cause her back problems
when she gets older, and an ass that
seemed as if she was half horse or
something. We talked and sparked
lye. Her friend was bored, she didn't
3-8-96
I saw Black's sister and told her I
.was ~eriDgwhat happen~to'
Black. His sister said.hewas still in
Vu-giDia 'and he was .o.x Heain't




Shit is all fucked up. Got to stand on
one side of the elevator cause the
other side is a public toilet. I mean,
damn, even the bitches be squatting
and don't give a fuck either. Show
me a lady - I don't think I've ever
seen one, only these bitches out here
that want something from a nigga -
but then again, everybody wants
something. That man who says hi
every morning, he wants something
too. You think he's just being nice
. - and- shit,but .' he- wants' something
- too. Maybe nothing much more than
a smile, but he wants something-
Why else would he. say hi.
People say I'm paranoid and shit
too. That·! don't trust anyone and I
- 'tblnk-th-areveryone wont to .get-me-
but fuck that. I just don't look at the
. world through rose colored glasses. I
just believe in being real. The reali-
ty of the matter -is that everytime it
seems as if I'm on m feet a ain
·.,I,&l(Lord Am Master -DX21 . ' ,,' . =~ihi~bu~Jt~~o~t~
want to be there. I could- tell Black around).20 street. and eighth Ave mine but I'm gonna do it by the
wanted to get -buSY so I took the and saw a crowd of people standing book. ·After I get mine by. the
friend to the store with meso Black around. so of course being a nosy . book, after I getf;o where I need
could do his thing. When we came nigga~ I did what any Digga would to be. I'm gonna burn that book.
back I told the friend to chill a little have done, took a peep-to get the 4 _.' For now, I'Tl play the role and
bit to give them tiJpe. She got mad 1 - 1. I saw the E~ niggas wrap- when' I get, in good,' then I'll
and told me thatjust because we left ping a plastic bag around this niggas reveal my true .self. If life's a
doesn't mean her friend wasgonna head and a few clumps of pinkish- bitch,' then it's about time I
fuck Black. I thought to myself, grey shit and blood clots. As one started pimping her.
"ye8h right" When we'tiDally went' nigga was wrapping the cieceased's.
upstairs they both bad silly looks on . dome, another started picking up.
their faces and there was a condom the brains with a scoop -thingie and, CLOSINGARG~
wrapper on the. floor. putting' it ill abaggy.-This wasn't
the .first time I bad seen some shit
like this but it ~till fucked me'up. I
felt like this wave go over my body
and lout _through my head.
12-20-93
11·12-93
I feel like Doogie -Howser and shit. I·
remember he used to. type in his
journal at the end' of the show, high-
tech computer style. All I have is
this cheesy composition notebook.
Anyway he would type in the lessons
he learned from that particular
episode, usually some cornball shit
that reflected "American Values."
My teacher says that I shOlild keep a
journal cuz you can write a book'
about the shit that happens. Writers
often find ideas inside their journals.
I don't really think' that'll happen in
my case. Fuek it, I like to write any-
way. N arne's Jacob. My Niggas call
me Jump. Right, Jump Jackson.
-Jump'
11-25-93
Those bitch-ass niggas ran up on me
today! Nigga had a four-pound all
up in my grill piece talking about
"It's Payday Mothafueka!" r I had
dreams about shit like this before,
but in my dream, after I gave the
nigga the m oneyandhe 'was wajkin
away, I pulled out andblastedhim'-in"-
the back. But Soul II Soul "Back to
Reality." I ain't be gotting no
ieee potts so, I just had to run my
shit. Plain andsimple. All I had was
10 bucks and a bag of traum. What's --
really fucked up about it is the nigga
took both. I couldn't even sit back
. and get traumed and reflect on it
afterwards cuz the mothafucka took
my bag of weed. He patted my pock-
et after I gave him the 10 and found
the weed and was like "Good
Looking out, Gee" and~asout~-Was
I scared - Well,! guess, butthen-
fuck it! You be more mad at it than
anything else. Be like why the fuck
this shit had to happen to me? Do I
look like a herb? I know I ain't no
herb, so why he stuck me? , And of
course you looking around to see if·
there's anybody around that you
know, not so much so-they can help
you cuz most niggas ain't arguing
with Blue Steel, but just so you won't
be embarrassed and shit and have
niggas laughing at you behind your
back cuz you got stuck, but, then
again, I guess a lot of people find it
funny when it happens to the next
man but that shit is real when it
happens to you.
Should I havefought hi
6
m . No says
an inner voice cuz your ass wouldn't
be here writing this shit.
. Ijump bQ1u!S.SO {ellasguard yahun:
1 make a party jump, but I never
jump the gun
"
--- ,-------- - --.
...-
David: Any final thoughts?
Sy: I think the two guys in Savage
Garden would make a: really great
gay couple. They look so right for
each other!
Sy: It's funny that you ask me that.
I don't know, really. The lyrics are
basically created through stream of
consciousness. I try to create char-
acters and put them in outrageous
situations. Then I place myself in
their shoes and write what I would
feel. Sometimes people interpret
the songs differently than what I
may originally have intended.
That's great, though. I try to leave
things open so people can draw
their own conclusions, For exam-
ple, I, had intended "Disco
Dancing" to be a fun and brainless
pop song, but .!'ome people' have
taken it to be a deep' social com-
mentary on sex and modem life,
which shocked me, actually.
David: What do some of the songs
on your CD mean?
Sy:-ptay music! (Hal Hal) But seri-
ously, music is like therapy, for me
at least. If I'm playing music, I'm
listening to music. We also like to
play pool. And we're all very close
with each other, so we talk for
hours. Then of course, there's sex
and love and all .that wonderful
.stuff...
David: Have you met any famous
musicians before?
Sy: Oh, yes. I've met Curve, which
is probably my favorite band at the
moment. We really hit it off, and
they're such great people. Toni and
Dean are quite passionate about
what they do. I recently met Jack
Dangers of Meat Beat Manifesto.
He's quite a cheerful guy, and very
soft-spoken. I gave him a CD sam-
pler of the album, and he-said he
really liked it. Of course; I exploded
with joy - that someone I respect
and admire would actually dig my
stuff.
Sy: I thirik just having that-sort of
creative outlet. I get all these ideas
in my head
and I need to
. I . express' them
, .in some WflY. I
' .. also do a
._~. comic strip
/::-:for-'my college
"~ --J>8Per, -'and I
:- .also cook as a
-. . hobby. I think
': 'the best.thing
.about being
·in a band is
. the feeling of
accomplish-
~ ment, where I
~ can put the
CD in my CD
player, and
just sigh with
relief - all that hard work really
paid off.
-'
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Sy: On the album, I play bass and'
keyboards on all tracks. I never had
·any formal training. I also play gui-
tar on "Skinhead Boy» and
"Appointment in Hell." All the other
guitars are by friends of mine. I can
also play harmonica, but I' didn't
use it on the album. We also used a
lot of computers on the album to
manipulate sounds and vocals and
such. The title track is one hundred
percent computer generated, but we
also balance that out with acoustic
tracks, such as "Find» and "I See
You. » I do all the vocals; except for "I
See. You," which was sung by my
guitar player, Lily.
David: What instruments can you
-Rldellie-Na1te(f;~IWg1/;UTtiY-·.. --- -,~-----.- .---.. "'--" -- ..---~- -----"- -.' .
Sy: For me, it's artistic validation David: What are the best things David: What does the band like to
- it means that I really am a good about being in a band? do to relax?
songwriter and a good musician.
.,.
continued from page 21
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Sy: Yeah, a friend got us a gig a
a gay bar in New Jersey, I think.
I don't remember where t]
was, but we got kicked out Big Time Sensuality
right before our second set because I? D . th alb too?
th
s: d ' P ay. 0 you smg on e urn
ey roun out we were underage, .
and some band members were
already drunk!
David: Have you played at any
shows outside of NYC?
David: How does it feel to have
your songs finally being played in
rotation on the radio?
David: Are there any special
moments or memories that.you can
conjure up while being in the band?
Soy: Plenty! On our earlier demos;
we used to record songs in the bath-
room because the acoustics were a
lot better. If you play. those tapes,'
you can hear toilet flushing in the
background!
Sy: We're still trying to get our act
together. The album is coming out,
so we should be sending a few sam-
plers and press kits around
soon. Record companies have
been giving us some good feed-
back, but they have yet to put
some money behind all that
talk. Things are looking good
though; it seems - that college
radio has really picked up on us.
"Pictures" and "Disco Danci
are getting a lot of airplay on
college/indie radio - which is
surprising to me, because I
never expected any of that.
•
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Steamy True Adventures of Hot Dripping Wet Se~!
By Adam Coozer (coozer@juno.com)
Last issue, I discussed my fascination with the odd, horrifying optimal illu-
sion known as retinal disparity. That is, making your pointy finger dance
back and forth by closing one eye and then the other, WHILE KEEPING
YOUR HAND STILL! I couldn't explain how it worked then, and I'm still
mystified now. But instead of writing more about it (and don't worry, my
book on the topic will be coming out soon), I have discovered yet another
strange-but-true natural oddity. Let me take you back to the windiest day
in New York City's history...
It was the windiest day in New York City's history. The TVs and radios
warned all to stay inside and tie down valuables, pets, and children.. A tor-
nado watch was put into effect. I, however, was not notified because I'was
not indoors to begin with, and thus did not see or hear the reports. I was
walking back to Penn from work, a nice 40-block stroll, enjoying the empti-
ness of the streets and the delightful gust in the air. .
The sky immediately turned black, and twisted clouds loomed low and omi-
nous, in twilight premature. "Oooh! Must be an eclipse!" I thought to myself
before a wall of air picked me up and slammedme into a corner' store deli.
And then. the winds started, a hellish powerful force that picked up things,
played WIth them a bit, and then discarded them like' a disinterested child
I threw my arms around a hydrant and hugged it to keep from blowing away,
Well-grounded, I looked around trying to see through the blinding winds.
A homeless man flew through the air, mumbling to himself and releasing his
feces, as ifnothing was going on. An Alphabet City junkie flew close enough
for me to hear him ask, "Need shmoke? Need shmoke?" and he flew away. I
realized I'd have to soon get up if I wanted to avoid the syringes, broken
glass, used condoms, and other street garbage that was randomly spinning
in- the winds' current. .
I gritted my teeth, pursed my lips into a thin line, and stood, holding my
ground toward the strong elemental. The wind bit at my face, nipped my
hands, and whipped my clothes around. Eyes closed, I slowly took a step.
And another. Yes, progress! I thought. Then an empty 40 smashed into the
back of my head.
I stumbled and the wind saw its chance. It picked me up, spun me around.
And... it stopped.
I was standing still and felt no wind. Seemingly, the wind can't h~ you
when you're facing away from it. I took a step backwards, then another.
Easy! .I managed to walk the rest of the distance backwards, bums staring
at me m awe as they flew like kites.
I spent most of that week in solitude, deep in thought. Why couldn't the
wind touch me when my back was turned? Is the wind chivalrous? Is it
afraid of people who walk backwards? Is it the back? Does the back (or
maybe the ass?) have magical properties? Or maybe walking backwards cre-
ates a stronger gravitational field. Or perhaps this has something to do with
people who roller-skate backwards - a skill I do not possess. Whatever it
is, it is very disturbing. I am happy to be alive, but I'd like my questions
answered.
e e companson, pi m y WI 19--
gerhair (this was 1983, remember) and not as chunky. Well tha~s her, and
I was in love with her, and love to a five year old can never be match-ed in
its sincerity. )
Two daysDefore ChristII\tVs, I dittBomething that was totally out of my
shy character; I decided to ask her out. It was a cold Christmas tliat year
with tons of blizzards, and although ~/wasn't snowing just then, it sure
was freezing. So I bundled up, scarf, mittens, snow pants, earmuffs, every-
thing! Now, even at that age, I wasn't STUPID and I knew I was way too
young for her,'but I had an ace in the hole. I had my very own electric Big
Wheels that was painted up to look like a motorcycle, and also a pair of
dark sunglasses that my my parents brought home from a wedding. I was
certain that these things would make me look older. All bundled up, I
caned to my mOIfi~ommy;I'nrgoingon a date with--lisa!" - -.::.--- -. ---
"OK, 00000, good luck!" My mom knew I had a Snoopy Sno-Cone's
chance in Hell that Lisa would take me seriously, but she was always very
supportive. Or maybe she thought that making a fool out of myself was.
cute. (00000 was her nickname for me because that was the sound I made
when I sucked on my pacifiers (which I still hadn't outgrown at age five).
I got my Big Wheels Motorcycle out of the garage, but couldn't-start it.
.Then I remembered it needed batteries--really big ones that we didn't have
anywhere in the house. I got really sad and disappointed, but I decided to
go through with it. After all, I didn't want to waste the hour it took me to
bundle up. So I carried the Big Wheels to their sidewalk. I rang her door-
bell and ran to my motorcycle and sat on it, because I had to look cool
when she opened the door. I.waited about two minutes and the door didn't
open. I tried again: I rang the bell and ran back. Waited. Nothing. My
little heart sank. "Oh no! What if she isn't home!" I thought frantically.
I'd try one more time. I got up, and this time I knocked. I started to run
back to my bike, but the door immediately opened, catching me bike-less
and very uncool.
"Yes?" asked a groggy Lisa, who looked like she just woke up.
I didn't feel so confident without my bike. "Umm... Hi Lisa...will you go
on a date with me?" I blurted out.
She didn't hesitate a second. "Sure, where do you want to take me?"
I stood there, silent. I didn't know how to answer that.
"Would you like me to come over tonight?" she .prompted..
I nodded.
"OK, great! I'll be over around six."
I nodded again.
"OK, see you then!" She gave a little wave and gently closed the door.
My little heart flew into my throat and I ran home with my Big Wheels.
"So how did it go?" my mom asked when I walked through the door. She
sounded quite amused, and I bet she called her friends to tell them how
"cute" I was for asking out the supermodel next door- I hated when she
told her friends "cute" things about me. It was very embarrassing.
"She said she's coming over at six. Can you make us dinner?"
- My mom was-m ShOCK~ She immediately called Lisa who confirmed, yes,
we definitely have a date at six tonight. My mom flipped out.
"She's going to be here in four hours and this house is a pig sty!" She
spent the next two and a half hours cleaning at high-speed, going so far as
to scrubbing the toilets and dusting the mirrors. I tried to help by cleaning
out the dishwasher, but I was so nervous I dropped a bowl on the floor and
it cracked into a few big pieces. My mom yelled at me, and I went to my
room to cry. When I came out an hour later, I saw my mom set a blanket
by the fireplace in the den, and she was in the kitchen hurriedly whipping
something together. Soon the bell rang, and I flew through the hall to get
it. "Ask who it is first!" my mom shouted after me, but I knew it was HER.
.: She came in and we said hi to each other. It was a little awkward and I,
.said "Umm, here, this way!" and I led her to the den. She was wearing
jeans, a green turtleneck, and the leather jacket she wore everywhere. My
mom came in and took her leather jacket and put it on a chair. The two of
them talked a little bit, and I was getting upset so I said, "Maaa..." She
was cool about it and said, "Oh right. Let me leave you two alone. But
first, I'll get you something to eat." So Lisa and I are sitting on the blanket
by the fireplace and ~y mom brings out tuna fish sandwiches on paper
plates. I was MORTIFIED. I mean, I liked tuna, but everyone knows they
An Adam Coozer Christmas smell bad! I was too shy to-say anything. We sat there in quiet, munching
By Adam "Mistletoe" Coozer our food, while I innocently stared at her huge chest.
I was driving home from Gibson train station last night, and noticed that "So, Adam," Lisa started, "How do you like kindergarten?"
all the houses' Christmas lights seemed to have been put up overnight. I "S'okay. Today we made kites with paper. I made silly shapes and Mrs.
was exhausted from school, but the lights were so nice that I drove slowly Ruschin gave me a charm for making the best kite!"
and gave each house I passed a silent appreciation. It must have been "Wow," Lisa said, impressed. "And how was the rest of your day?"
those lights, those different but all beautiful houses, that put me in a pen- "Fine.' Oh, but I broke a bowl and Mommy yelled at me." I felt like cxy-
sive mood. As I drove slowly, I thought about the life I lived, and each ing again. Suddenly, Lisa's arms were around me, she squished me and I
house I passed retrieved a flash of memory. Not full, rich memories, but could smell her hair and her cleanliness. "I would nev.er yell at you," she
wisps and swirls of this and that: Only good things came to my mind, and said. "You're too cute.'" . _.
I found myself relaxed, a sensation I sadly have not been very familiar. "I'm not cute," I sniffed, but I didn't feel like arguing. And it didn't sound
with these days. Quasi-memories led to more, and something flashed 80 dumb when Lisa called me that. We finished. ~'s!Jldwi~and Lisa
through my consciousness, something interesting, and I quickly held onto stood up. "Well, Adam, I had a wonderful time. You are a perfect gCmtle-
it. Eating tuna fish sandwiches with a beautiful woman? There was more man. I have to go home now, though, because I have a lot ofwork to do," I
to it. I thought about it and stopped lookiBg at the houses. By the time I led her to tJ:Ie door,.aa4 asked her ifshewan~me _to .drive.~ hgme on
reached home, the whole memory was playing b8ck,- and I laid in bed and my motorcycle. She said that was sweet of me, but she could walk it. I let
relived it. out a big, shaky sigh and asked nervously, -usa, was our date good'r'
It was fourteen years ago, and I was a cute skinny five year old kid _ She gave me a look of affection and said, •Adam, that was the
and I mean really cute. I had big brown eyes and an iDfeeti01l8 smile with best date I have ever been on." And th~ she bent down and kissed me on
dimples and all! Thick brown hair partially hid my little face, and in the the cheek. .
summertime, light freddes were splashed on my nose aDd Cheeks. I was -LiD-moved~ the City right after New.Year's. It's almost fifteen years
also very; VBY shy JQlCl even more _JaroundJ,iNls 'fJ3~-two~ . ~.~DO~iDmyfamilybasj~ (till~lJ.r since ·1 Jlart_
'aown aD my'1eft,'Witb"whoia ISdeepljiftIOie.~ ·...ii88t.trine:rn ~ fii-Btj; bat.;tim~p~secI.aDd.BIae~_LII~.,. t"ui-.iHt~.~~-:
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Jack: But I didn't really like a lot of
the rap that came out around that
time...it was always too pop. I think.
the only rap group that did it for me
in the early 80's was the Beastie
Boys, 'and ies only now that they're
getting any respect. Before, rap
music was a bit 'segregated, so the
Beasties were always seen as
somewhat of a joke. Now, the barri-
ers are breaking down, and ies all
right.
I'd .~ay A Tribe Called Quest or
Beastie Boys. I've got so much
respect for them...also KraftWork.
Sy: Do you think that moving from
England to San Francisco has
changed your music at all?
Jack: Yeah, but I think it's some-
thing you see later on, like five
years down- the-line.-I know that. I
mean since Satriycon...
Sy: It's not even a gradual change,
it's like, whooosh! .
Jack: I think that '94 and '95 were
really our toughest years.We kind of
swayed, but if you believe in what
you're doing you carry on - keep
yourself from being bothered with
all that other stuff that's going on.
Sy: It wasn't until the late 80's that
"dance" became okay, I guess.
Perhaps because that was the time
hip-hop really started to blow up.
Jack: I don't know. I can dance to
anything, really. I was dancing
around.to Kraftwork when every-
one else was dancing' around to
disco. You can dance to anything as
long as it's got a good beat. I
remember in the 80's that "dance"
music was a bad word.:
Sy: But don't you think that music
always -goes around in CYcles? In
the 70's, it was all dance music. In
the 80's, it was all grunge and hair-
metal. And now it's gone back to
dance.
Sy: SQ. what about the old
Pere~al ._Divide (Jack's, Pre-
Meat Beat -project) stuff do you
think it might be reissued?
Jack: I don't know, maybe! It's
should be, 'cause it was good!
Sy: There's a really great demand
--for it-among Meat Beat- fans.- - -
Jac~ Perhaps that'll be something
for 2000!
~Thi.s interview, and, several
others, can also be accessed at
http://~e~be~.tripod.~omI-naked-
- highway/page7.html.
"....~ .. , .... ' '. "
-- ----,. --- -- ---------------
Sy: Well, the thing is that you have
to go through a lot ofcrap before you
find any gems, I can't really say that
there's one 'record store I like the
best.
Jack: Yeah, you've just got to look -
spend a lot of time in record stores,
let me tell you that!
Sy: Wow, if I could find something
like that...
Jack: (laughs) The only way I pay
the rent is through my remixes.
Contracts for bands and record
advances.. .it depends on how you
want, to spend. it. This album was
very expensive.
Sy: Yeah, well you got the money!
Jack: In the Bay Area, there's one
called Saturn that I really like,
though it's very expensive.
Sy: You should go downtown. There
are tons of record shops in which
you could just spend hours and
hours.
Sy: Where did you get the vocal
samples you use on tbe-album? Like
the ones for "Acid Again," did you do
.them yourself or...
Jack:' No, they're from .bscure spo-
ken word records. What I do is cut
them up, so they're not saying what
they're really saying. That's the art
of tracks. I really liked something
on this television special, so I cut it
out...always with a sense of humor.
On stage we used sets and costumes
and images to really bring that out.
Jack: Do you know any good ones?
continued from page 21
. 'now he's got that and he's' gonna do
his thing with the singers and such.
In addition to that, I worked on a
Public Enemy track. I .also did a
remix for God Lives Underwater
which was .amazing...so it's been a
great year! Fucking great! (laughs)
Jack: Bass, beats, jazz bits, spoken
word bits...1 don't know. I think the
closest thing to that would be The
Orb. I'm doing some work with
them as well. We can't get into the
studio at the same time so I'm 'going
to be sending over some ADATs.
Sy: Don't you think that's a bit ster-
ile though? ..
Jack: It is .though. ,You look at
album covers, and they've 'got a 'big
list ofpeople and that's all it'S'about. .
But I think Meat Beat doing some- ~
thing for The Orb is a good idea. .
It's only to get the album done
quicker...so I can work on that, and .
that, and that... '
.S7: .But don't you think that, since
CUrrent trends are geared more
towards yo~ type of sound, ifbands
like the Chemical Brothers and.
. P.rOcIigy are sampling your materi-
al, tiymg to Immulate What you do,
don~ you think· <-that would bring
Meat Beat into a moremainstream
audienee? -
Sy: So what artists would you like
to work with? .





My reign at the Ticker began in December 1996, when I wrote an article
for A&E about one of my favorite bands, Curve. A year later, I was sitting in
the bar at the Parker Meridian Hotel interviewing, Curve as the Arts Editor
of this humble publication. I have seen the paper go through many changes.
Deadlines have come and gone, as have many writers and editors. Now I
must leave too. I've accomplished all I wanted to do as A&E editor - and· the
paper looks better than ever.
Although I will probably be forgotten by the time the next issue comes out,
I hope I can leave some sort of legacy. I hope everyone remembers my fight
against censorship of the arts. I take freedom of speech very seriously. It is
something we take for granted, and as a result, this right has beendimin-
ished so gradually-over time;that few ever.notice, -I came.zo.tha Ticker. with .
intention to- start "takin'mine." I tried-to push the envelope-with every sin-
gle issue we put out. I suffered r lot for it. Other editors may have been
offended. People have called me trashy andunc~Some have -even called
me "shock jock," which I resent totally. And although I've taken a lot ofheat,
I have emerged victorious. Even though there is still a lot of close-minded-
ness in the Ticker, at least now you can read stories about girls doing ques-
tionable things with their dogs while their boyfriends do questionable things
with themselves. Right, Brownie?
In all seriousness, I believe that we must do away with censorship. This
newspaper is the center of ideas that are ci!'culating within this institution.
I give my readers enough credit, as I believe that they can make their own .
choices as to what that wish to accept or discard. ~ there!- .:
-
And now for'tne th8J1k-YOW;:
There are always a couple of chick 'nJ dicks I must thank- Many changes
have occurred in my personal life this paej. year; and I am in debt to~_
who made things a little easier. .
To all my friends, thanks for seeing. through some tough times .- for h~"","
ing faith in me when I didn't even .have faith in myself. Thanks to Nicole,
my partner in crime - December 15 baby - don't ever 'forget it! Michael, for'
being a great friend even thOtJP·you were going~ tough times ~U!~
self. Jaime, for Sharing your fascinating stories, Wild TJiang! SusanI~e~ . '
for helping me put things into a perspective. Janet Feldberg, who developed
my writing and editing skills and turned me into the sick poet I am .today.
The entire Naked Highway crew - Lily; Aileen and ChingYi especially We're
soulmates...one love! And thanks to Timolin, Simon, Meghan, Min and the
Cocteau.
Thanks to-all my writers, especially Dermot, Kin Ping, Kiro, Vanessa,
David and Brooklyn Boy. A big thanks to Adam Coozer, for being a true friend
and helping me fuck the system! Y'all was my crew! I'm gonna miss how I
had to edit through your damn submissions. -Thanks to the Ticker staff,
especially Maddy and Bianca. And thankS-to my manyfansl Your wonderful
emails and letters made ev:erytbing worth while. ' . ..
Thanks to Jeffery Woo, for making himself look lik~ a fucltin~ Idiot ~d
making me look like a fucking hero. It-'s:troly sad tothink that the world, IS ,
full of dweebs like you. . - .
Love and wet-kisses to 'Ioni. Halliday, Dean Garcia, Jack Dangers and Jerry
Springer for chewing the fat.~.Thanksto all the kats~'kittens at Fo~ula,
Matt from Velvel Gamall at Giant Step, Jessica atArtisan, and Derek Simon
at Universal for hooking us up with some great clips.' .:
And mostofall, thanks to 'Neil George. We've been. through some hard
times together and I credit you for maintaining my sani~You've kt,~t me
positive and focused and steered me:away from many things I would have
later regretted. Tha~kyou for supporting all my -craziness over the past five





















continued on page 28.
Which bring us to ~xy Sy's Top 10 list of 1998...
Monkey ~~.noteverYone .obse~8eBover their butts...
less good enough to keep fans happy between albums.
1998 will forever be known as the year of the reunion. I think it has to do
with pre-milIenium fever...people-looking back on their lives and such. We've
had Fleetwood Mac, Culture Club, and now, upcoming reunions by
Blondie, among others. Even Black Sabbath follows suit with ~eir 2CD
live Reunion (Sony) CD. All the classics are here, plus two new studio tracks,
featuring the original line-up with Ozzy Osbourne on vocals. Fans' prayers
have been answered.
Other noteworthy releases include the genderbending new UK outfit
Placebo. Their new album, Without YOu I Am Nothing (Virgin), is one of the
best rock albums I've heard in a while. Morley's Sun Machine (Sony), is a
laid back, somewhat (but not entirely) blues-rock album, with contributions
by N'Dea Davenport and the late Jeff Buckley. Ben Folds of the Ben
Folds Five unleashes his solo offering Fear of Pop Volume 1 (Sony), a
quirky experimental outlet featuring contributions
by William Shatner of all people. Also out this
month are Zebrahead's Waste of Mind (Sony) and
World Tribe's Element (Pinch Hit); two great rap-
funk-rock combos (ala 311). Tommy Boy Records'
Untouchable Outcaste Beats incorporate Indian and
Middle Eastern rhymes and samples with modern
electronic. And Space Juniors' Juniorville (Mess
Age Medium) gives us a taste of Aussie rock at its
best. Gotta love indie. .
The CD-of-the-Month award goes to Chef Aid:
The South Park Album (American Recordings).
Never before has a compilation album been so mas-
'. .terfuHy-eonstrllcte<}; Classic numbers from the con-
- troversial TV'show are included, such as "The South
Park Theme," by Primus; "Hot Lava" by Perry
.~ Farrell and DVD~not to mention "Chocolate Salty
~ Balls" .and "Simultaneous" by. Chetn:saac Haye_s.
< The album is home to som~ mteresting collabora-
tions including "Nowhere I-- to Run" by Ozzy
Osbourne, DMX, 01' Dirty Bastard, Crystal
Method and Fuzzbubble, and "Will The Die 4 if by Mase, Puffy, Lil' Kjm
and System of Down, reminiscent of the "It's All About the Benjamins'
(Rock Remix). With such an eclectic line-up, one can only wonder about
what's in store for the South Park Movie Soundtrack.
10. Propellerheads - decksanddrumsandrockandroll (Dreamworks)
9. Meat Beat Manifesto -Actual Sounds and Voices (Nothing)
8. Plastina Moab - Aquamosh (Capitol)
7. ChefAid: The South Park Album (American)
6. noDshead - Frozen Charlotte (Universal)
5. Mono- Formica Blues (Mercury)
4. Madonna - Ray ofLight (Maverick)
3. TwolRob Halford - Voyeurs (Nothing)
2. Lauryn Bill - The Miseducation ofLauryn Hill (Ruffhouse)
1. Curve .. Come Clean (Universal)
Come Clean presents us with a refreshed and revitalized Curve. Some
praised their previous work for the complexity of the guitar arrangements,
comparing the band to Jesus and Mary Chain and The Cocteau Twins.
Though guitars still have a strong presence, the emphasis has switched to
the songwriting and the beats, bringing forth Curve's' strongest and most
diverse release to date. And guest appearances by Justin Welch (Elastica),
Toshi (~kylab), and Flood (producer, U2 and Nine Inch Nails) don't hurt
either.
As loud and as aggressive as they are, Curve was always a "beat" band.
They never once sounded like any of their UK contemporaries. Songs like
«Recovery" and "Forgotten Sanity" prove that musically and lyrically, the
band ~still true to its roots. Curve's musical mastermind Dean Garcia
smashes through the guitars and basses - forcing the listener into a realm of
chaos, while singer Toni RaJJiday chums out some of her most disturbing
lyrics.
"Chinese Bum" and "Cotton Candy" dive headfirst into the world of elec-
tronic music, with Curve's trademark guitar licks sprinkled on top. Stand
out tracks "Suieetback" and "Beyond Reach" push the boundaries between
rock and techno to a new limit, creating a new sort ofgenre between the two.
All in all, Curve's sound is unique and futuristic. Come Clean is simply
beyond reach. A massive achievement indeed.
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Spaceman Sy says... ~ -. .
Sigh! It's my last issue as Arts Editor! The party has come to an end. First
off, thanks to all the record companies that have been supplying,us with CD
and other promotional items for review, especially Formula and Sony.
For December, we have a shitload of CDs to review, spanning all different
genres. Trent Reznor's Nothing Records label has been causing a stir late-
ly. First up, we have Squarepusher's Big Loada (Nothing Records) featur-
ing the deliciously skuzzy and infectious drum en' bass stylings .of Tom
Jenkinson. If nothing else, buy this CD for the bonus CD-ROM VIdeo for
"Come On My Selector, " directed by Chris Cunningham, whose most recent
effort was Madonna's "Frozen" clip.
I was surprised that Ed Handley and Andy Turner left Black Dog to
form Plaid, but was quite pleased by the results. Their latest effort, Not Fo.r
Threes (Nothing Records), is a bit more magical and fairy-tale like than their
previously trip-hop dominated efforts. And vocal offerings from Bjork and
Nicolette don't hurt e\~her.
Autechre's new se,!-titled CD (~othin~ Records) .is simply too weird.
They've taken experimental electronic mUSIC to an entirely new level. As a
fan of the band, I initially dismissed the album as unlistenable, but changed
. my mind after a few listens. This on~ grows on you, but you got to be down
with the flow, you know?
Paul Oakenfold, pro-
ducer and remixer extraor-
dinare, has released his
first American Mix CD,
Tranceport (Kinetic
Records). One may .recog-





all his previous works. I~
a non-stop, ass shakin',
ecstacy-takin' dance record
that will leave cum stains..
in your pants ...seriously.
And it's cheaper than
Viagra. The South Park Gang•••not everyone obseSses over ~heirbutts...
Talvin Singh, like Paul .
Oakenfold, is best known for his collaborations with other artists, such as
Bjork and Siouxsie and the Banshees. On his debut album, OK (Island
Records), Singh takes his eastern roots and combines them with European
club and electronica to create a sound that is unique and eclectic. His talents
on the tabla give him an edge over his contemporaries.
Shoot the Boss (Arista Records) by Monkey Mafia is yet another groovy
little dance record. Track 5, "Work Mi Body, " featuring Patra, is the fuckin'
bomb. I can't stop listening to it!
I've never really cared for Portishead, but their new live album, Live at
Roseland NYC, is hard to ignore. They're proven themselves much more
than a studio project as their live sound easily surpasses .their previous
efforts, especially on their signature tune, "Sour Times. "
Mghan Whigs' 1965 (Sony) is something hot. I never really liked the
band. I had a copy of their '93 release Gentleman (Sony), which left me
unimpressed' due to the monotony of the tracks. 1965 presents us with a
more focused and mature Mghan Whigs. Overall, the tracks are a bit more
danceable, and the band also utilizes strings on songs such as "Uptoum.
Again." And singer Greg Dulli works his all sexiness on the lead track and
first single, "Something Hot."
Who says that soundtracks have to suck? We've got some excellent ones
out this month. The Rugrats Soundtrack (Mercury Records) features
artists such as Elvis Costello, No Doubt, Beck, BUsta Rhymes, My&,
Hakim and Blackstreet. Not to mention Mark Mothersbourgh, mas-
termind behind the TV soundtrack and the legendary group Devo...whip it
good'
The Hard Core Logo Soundtrack (Velvel Records) is also surprisingly
good. The ~ajority of the CD is performed by the very excellent Hugh
Dillion and Swamp Baby. Punk rock all the way baby!
Ladies and Gentleman...The Best ofGeorge Mic1uJe1 (Epic)...a 2CD set?
One disc for ballads, the other for dance tracks. It's more of a career retro-
spective than a singles collection, including some forgotten gems such as
·Cowboys and Angels" and -Waiting for that Day." There's one new .track,
"Outside," a clear response to his recent bathroom controversy and shit. No
pun intended. --.
Americana (Sony) is the Offspring's strongest effort yet, though still true
to the vibe of their earlier works. There is a CD-ROM element, which con-
tains four music videos, including"All I Want" and "Gone Away," as well as
behiDd-the-scenes footage. A must have! . .
0a8i8' new- b-sideoompilationJ The Masterplan (Sony), is a neat little ret-
e rospective-ofthe group, cOllecting tracks from the last four years. Some glar-
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Poffeeman #1: My horoscope sure was good this week.
Policeman #2: Yeah, the luck of the Irish.
Egiloliue:Five years later. Two policemen march behind the parade.
-
(Shots are fired, both die)
Zodiac Killer: Excuse me, have you seen the mayor?
Christine: Why no, L ..Daryl.:.it's you!
Zodiac Killer: That's right Gracie! It's time to pay the rent! (kills Christine)
Person: It's the killer. Help! Get him! (Christine's body falls on Daryl AKA
the Zodiac Killer. He is trapped. Both are beaten and trampled on)
, .
Scene 2:Daryl and Christine are on the subway, on their way to the parade.
Scene 3:Daryl and Christine arrive at the parade, but the two are soon sep-
arated in the commotion .
Scene Lt'The Zodiac Killer has the crazed desire to be the only Irish person
left on Earth. It's St. Patrick's Day, and he has begun eradicating the Irish
Scorpio population. He arrives at Joyce's house. Apparently, the Zodiac





Christine; Irish girl; Joyce; Her sister;Daryl; Christine's piece of ass; Old
Lady-on Train; Zodiac Killer; Person; Policeman #1; Policeman #2
• 0
Daryl: I love going to the parade.
Christine: Yeah, it's too bad people get killed there every year.
Daryl: Did you know that they think a zodiac killer is involved?
Christine: That's stupid. I mean, how do they know which .people have
what sign?
Daryl: They're usually a part of some cult that does "research." You know,
like some magic hocus-pocus ...
Christine: I wish I knew what sign they were after.
Daryl: Probably some stupid sign like Scorpio.
Christine: You son of a bitch, I'm a Scorpio!
Daryl: I know. (laughs)
Christine: I love you.
. Daryl: 'Til death do us part?'
Christine: Oh yes. (gives Daryl a blowjob as an old lady looks on)
- - --- - -~ . - -- -------~-~ -~--- ---- --_. ----~-~ . ~-~ -_. - --
THE RAIN WOULDN'T HIT MY FEET
o BECAUSE EACH TIME IT WAS CRADLED IN MY HAIR
THERE I WAS GLANCING AT MY FEET
THINKING HOW DRY IT WAS WAY DOWN THERE
I WAS STARTLED BY THE MOVEMENT OF THE
BOTl'LE TO HER MOUTH
I WATCHED HER SILENTLY WITHOUT SEEING THE
GLARE ONHSR FACE .-- - '---. , .
THE RAIN THRASHED HER CURSES AND ESCORTED
THEM TO THESOUTH
DID-NOT YETKNOW WHAT. THE PROBLEM WA$...
WHY I SHOULD FEEL SO V71'EBLY OUT OF PLACE
TuMY'LEJ11: SCORESOPTlmBSW1J:REDANClNG WITH
" AlfD'FlGllTlNGAGAlNST7WB~E'7!llAT18RAIN
SH1F1'ED A urns; MYFEEToSTILL DRY. AND
.0PRAYBD FOR NO MOBE RAIN .
MARVELEDoAT THE PROSPECTOF
, DANCING AND°Ji'1G1I7tNG AIL,AT ONCE
-- 0 _. 0 ' 8llB#AInUmlIB:. ,'i'Bl8. 'I'lMB:BANDING ME°THB . -. ' ".. .~ .
- BO'I'TLB.80 1'700 COUW DROWN ITS UQUID ANDPUTtroor OFMISEItr -" ,
'0 WA8NTQim'B SURE IF SHEDISq~
MY HESITANCE .
-usTEN! IErS-LBAVB, THE RAINS'GEl1'lNG A BITllEA~··
,-NAB, -LOOKKr'YOl11(-PBBT TIIllrBBDllY, ~~()~~o·
" ~ -e r- 0 0 _ ,~oWg~~~!!1WJS-Aljt~!~~~: : .~: «': ~.: .:: '
" - ".~PtJZf'.l"6.m TIIlIJ:ItlYB"l'BllY" 0 0 '" 0, ... ,': - _~, ',. - ,. ~ "0 _ : _ .: ~~.o~ 0- '.._,' -0 ••
~ ~ ~~~~ c' , .;"~:. L~~'~




What is it about her that makes me go?
One might say the newness
ut I think it's her type ,
er qualities are of the rare kind that make my stomach tight
ike the guy at the craps table who doesn't know when to quit'
Who's feeling straight right now so you can't tell him shit
KVlioUo as I/antasize about what might-be
~ Ifello- to'my' new best friend: Anticipation '
eonopacing, liM ba-boom-ba-boom-bo-boom
With palms sweaty 0, •
er tJTOm,4lingering. and . ,
er taste on my tongzut
the WItile the-fear~ at any I7IQ1T&ent .i:'~ all_be done
. -' tile stakes a.re hig!&er and'IM game is~d "
,m afrOi,d to ante up at the prospect oflieinggypped - .' .
ctJUBe he feel.ings grow slow ·while mine. grew ~ntitJl!.y
t does"," matter wluzt Jl}CJS meant to.be '. .
lBeeause rm flying and although.the crash 1 foresee
this instant1 am-above !he eIl6lu ~olet,me be. .
,.,. sOar- ',.,. '_0·'-"0 .. - 0 -:. '0:, • ,- .-
us.na hope~~~iisilielin&e:~'~'
~,;.. oOL~_~~~-:;' -IJ oTr.u;ticetkd-l'~ for: '0
::LRr'IW*-~,V1(11. 00... _
" -.. '-JUuiti/~ 'me ihJ:oughto flu! core
IIUU.J"its tile /iJ#~ '~. ;~:' ,.
Old fires. do nOtdM(cst or fadt:q~l'y
willlmorD she should'be with me -
Cast of Characters: _. __ .__
Tro~ F~x: Detective;~~anChu: His assistant; Mrs. Seger: Child killer;
Christine: One of her VIctims; Orderly #1; Orderly #2; Teacher.
Scene l:Troy Fox and Fu Man Chu are trying to find the serial child killer
Mrs.~ger.M~.·_~~ger~was a the master of disguise in a traveling circus
when sJuFfirstR,l,llea a enun: After thar;-she had the urge, to' kill some 'more. .. Joyce: Whatapleasant surprise! Aren't you going'to the 'parade?': - .
Christine, a child who was almost killed by Mrs. Seger r~sides in a mental Zodiac Killer: I love you. You are very beautiful.
institution in Washington DC. 71-oy Fox and Fu Man Chu arrive to question Joyce: What are you doing with that gun? OhGod,it can't be...it's the
the girl. . Zodiac Killer! ' .
Zodiac Killer: Yes, you Scorpio bitch! Now you shall die in the face of....@)y'
master! (kills her) It's now time to go to the St. Patrick's Day' Parade to see
my next victim...
Troy: Where's Mrs. Seger?
Teacher: I think she's in the basement. (All go down into basement)
Fu: There's no one here! ,We got a false tip!
Troy: No we didn't!-(Troy'rips off his face to reveal that he is actually Mrs.
Seger!) Now, young F~ ~ap.,Gh~."YQushalldie! (kills Fu) Th~s for dinner!
Fu: (barely alive) You're not welcome. (dies) " '- . , 0
Scene 2:Troy Fox and Fu Man Chu are at the local high school attempting
to find Mrs. Seger.
Orderly #1: Hello, you must be Troy Fox. Christine's cell is down the hall.
Troy: Thank you. (Troy and Fu: walk to .her cell.)
Christine: Mommy, help me!
Fu: Christine, my name is Fu Man Chu. We need your help to find Mrs.
Sege~ ,
Christine: (screams) No! Stop! Leave me alone!
Troy: Listen, Fu. I have some mild sedatives in my pocket (takes out bottle).
Why don't you give her some?
Fu: Okay (takes bottle and removes two pills, Christine swallows them). Now,
could you please tell us what happened at the circus?
Christine: I went to the circus, and Mrs. Seger needed an assistant so I- , -
raised my hand. And then she tried to kill me, but the lights went out and I
ran away. (Sees Troy Fox) That's Mrs. Seger! She's going to kill me!
Troy: No, it's me! Troy Fox! (grabs Christine)
Christine: Don't touch me! (dies)
Troy: She's dead! She's no use to us now.
Orderly #2: Mr. Fox, Mr. Chu, there's a phone call for you.
Troy: Hello...yes...oh golly! (hangs up) We just got a tip that Mrs. Seger is
posing as a creative writing teacher ata local high school!
Fu: Let's get odown there!
Epiloeue: The creative writing class at the local high school has a new
teacher.
Mrs. Seger: Hello class, I'm Mrs. Seger. Today, I'm going to teach you about
improvisations. First, I need two assistants. Okay. (motions to her two
unsuspecting volunteers) Come here, I have something to show you...
By' Sp~cemanSy
Note: I wrote this mini-play in the ninth grade. My English teacher, Mr~.
Seger, was shocked by the content but admired my creativity. I received an
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1. The Smashing Pumpkins Adore (VIrgin)
One of the most anticipated albums of 1998. had to be The Smashing
Pumpkins' Adore. 0 The first single, "AVQ Adore," is a throwback to the
Pumpkins' earlier songs. It's a reminder that the Pumpkins will forever be
a rock band. "Perfect" is one of my favorite songs on the album, and has the
same melancholic effect as "1979" from the group's previous album Each
song on the album takes us on a musical journey that is only surpassed in
excellence by the following track. This is a masterpiece that Billy Corgan
should be proud of. He did not take the traditional route like most other rock
bands, instead he followed his heart.
~~~~~~ , '.
continued from page,26 In the summer of 1991'0I lost iny childhood. Although I'd known it before,
David Lo says... I discovered that humanity and this world' isn't like the Brady Bunch or
Mighty Mighty Bosstones first live release, Live from the Middle East Sesame Street. I spent the summer with my relatives who live in Pakistan.
(Mercury Records), takes the live intensity that the Bosstones bring to the I never found any of them interesting. However, I heard that one of my
concert right to your bedroom. Recorded at the Middle East, a venue in the ancestors was a writer living in the Russian Empire, but I suppose none of
Bosstones hometown of Cambridge, MA, singer Dicky Barrett and his co- that rubbed off on me.
horts in the Bosstones bring down the house in this 61-minute concert.. : My mother, sister,and myself were staying with relatives. My aunt and
Less Than Jake's latest effort, Hello Rockview (Capitol Records), is your her two bastards decided to take us to the mountains on the outskirts of
typical LTJ album. Highly energized, fast-thumping and a mosh pit lover's Islamabad, where her husband was stationed as a- captain or general or
dream.T'I'J bangsout 14-son-gs of-intensified-glory: eld--school--bTJ fans will something. 1--hate--him...HeS one of .those.~i~al~Wpi9, racist, ~~ .sexist
appreciate this album for a familiar formula they can stick to, which is nasty army-types. I never called him uncle or paid him any respect, he didn't
punk rock action. ,deserveit. When I was younger, he would taunt me, about my face, my hair,
Jim Carroll's 'Pool of Mercury (Mercury Records) is like a lost undersea 'my habits and what I believed. Worst of all, he would get me in trouble with
treasure. Carroll, most well known for writing the famed Basketball- myfather..the one ,thing every-ehild dreads. Whether I was an. angel or not,
Diaries, is now delving into the new realm of the so-called "Henry Rollins it never stopped him. He enjoyed it when my father pulled me over for ar - syndrome." Rollins is now "talk." You see, my father 'was in the army too. H~ probably felt it was his
legendary for presenting duty to keep his "friend" happy. .
spoken word performances. The night we got there, I was in no mood to go out. The ride up the hill
'Mixing in this unique touch had turned me off. No matter how much I pouted, I was forced to go, espe-
with a sound worthy of cially by my mother. She didn't want me to make her look bad in front of
fo Sonic Youth, Carroll company. The air was cold and thin.' I hadn't realized hOVI busy it was in the
~ .unleashes a powerful effort.. valley. There were shops and stands everywhere, all of them tiny and crowd-
S Six By Seven's The ed. They sold everything, from rings and necklaces, to clothing and cheap
;; Things We Make (Interscope suits. You almost felt like you were in a different country. Most of the people
The Bosstones... Records) is worthy of the con- had blonde hair, blue eyes, and fair skin, which is not common of Pakistanis
tinuing tradition of quality rock bands from England. If ever there was an in other cities. The smell of cigarettes filled the shops. I was sick ofit. I was
award for catchiest hooks in songs on an album, the award will no doubt go with people I hated, in a strange place, and I wouldn't have minded getting
to Six By Seven. "European Me" shakes you up and tosses you out as if you lost.
were mixed up inside a food blender. Watch out for other tracks like However, the one thing that upset me the most were ail the beggars.
"Candlelight, » "For You" and "Spy Song." There were so many of them on every corner, on every street, trying to keep
Peter Wolf's Fool's Parade (Mercury Records) is one hell of a surprise. warm in the cold, piercing air. Then I saw him. A man who I would never for-
From the likes of Johnny Lang, the teen sensation to break out of the get. He was a beggar, but he looked like all the other people. Dirty blond hair,
blues/rock scene, who if you can believe it, opened for Aerosmith too, this and shiny blue eyes, such a beautiful man. He wore only a neat white shirt,
genre is now making a big comeback on the map. If you really want to cat- a green vest, was covered in blankets, and sat in a wheel chair. But the thing
egorize it, this album can be considered a throwback to thelegendary Tom that struck me was that half his body, from the waist down, was missing.
Petty and the Heartbreakers. Remnants of Tom Cochrane even come And that's when it happened. I stared at him from behind, wondering how
to mind in "Turnin'Pages." Forosome reason, many of the songs on the album society could let this happen to one of their own. Arnan in his condition; hav-
could even be plucked and placed right onto any of many TV shows. ing to beg on the streets. My eyes started to water, why couldn't I do some-
Moe's Tin Cans and Car Tires (550 Music) sounds a bit like Wolf's style of thing? I had no money to give. It wasn't as though he wasn't being helped.
music with kind of a blues feel to it, Moe isn't exactly my cup of tea. It took He had a whole pile of money which was growing. In fact, one boy, perhaps
a few spins just to keep me awake. Now, Moe isn't that bad, but I never got my age, must have given him at least 500 rupees. I saw him shivering,
into the rhythm. almost crying. He was still trying to hide under the blankets. I thought about
The Surfers' new CD Songs From The Pipe (Epic Records) should be '0 the fact that he was someone's child. Some' adoring woman held him in her
renamed Songs' From Really Bad Surfers. Talentwise, The Surfersseem to arms andcalfedhim "son." Ha.toohad hig-'first~;-first.wor.ds, and D.alt
be lacking. Don't even bring up their singing. All of the songs on their album steps. He, as I was 'one' of God's creations. He turned his head and looked up
are screaming "Where's the wave man?" Why did I know this was going to be at me with those eyes. Such piercing eyes! I turned my head quickly, as if it
such a horrendous CD? I guess it had to do with the first look I had of the were a reflex. It proved to me at that moment that society had taught me to
album cover, having such a dreary look to it. Please stay away from this disc. be ignorant, but it was too late. Our eyes had clashed for an instant. That
It must be placed in the "What in the world were we thinking when we made was enough time for him to stare into my soul and destroy it. The tears
this album?" department. started to flow.
"Come on," my mother yelled. My family had already walked halfway up
the hill. I ran after them. .
- - - - ~ - --"YOu have to give me somemon~I said to my mother_withN~_~j._~r'@!1_c"y,,
, "For what?" she inquired. "What do you want to buy?"
"No, I want to give it to this beggar.. _"
"No," she stated firmly. "You can't go back down there, besides there are
beggars all over the place."
"Please, it's very important," I said, trying to h-old in the tears.
"Don't worry," she said with a smirk. She went to one of the many beg-
gars along the path. She gave him 10 rupees. She avoided the other beggars
that surrounded her, hoping to take advantage of her "generosity."
"There. Are you happy, now?"
"What is wrong with you!" I yelled, attracting some attention. Society had
taken her as well. I thought that she of all people would understand my
urgency, but our bond was now broken. She no longer had any power over
'me.
We started walking back to the camp. We were on the third highest peak
'so we had a long walk ahead of us. I was using more and more oxygen as we
continued. I was still trying to hold in everything. No one really spoke,
except for my uncle. He told me not to worry about those low-lifes, and that
it wasn't my concern. If anyone was a low-life it was my uncle. I rather he'd
shoot me than give me a lessen about life and the social classes. God put
humans on Earth to do good and help one another, but humanity has
declined. These days; greed is good, and those who care are shut out.
I almost fell. I was breathing hard but not getting any oxygen. My moth-
er and aunt were practically carrying 'me at top speed while my Uncle and
his bastards trotted behind. My sisterwas way ahead of '.18. We had reached
the door. My aunt told her husband to hurry and that I was net well. He did-
n't really care for what had happened.
"Now," he said in a jovial manner, pointing to some constellation, "see
those stars..." ,
"Open the fucking door, you bastard," I yelled·using my last breath, He
quickly followed my simple orders. His children were shocked. If they'd ever-
dare speak to their father as I had, they would have been beaten to kingdom
come.
I fell on the bed, crying and fainting at the same time. I literally cried for
an hour or so. What had happened to the beautiful thing I once knew? All
taken by a man I still haven't thanked. I know I'll never see him again. For
I all I know he could be dead, but he is still alive in my prayers. I pray that
he is well and-happy,-and-better~thenbefore.lpray thatI never forget ihe
Iessons he taught me.
9. MTV's Amp 2 (Astralworks)
8. Chemical Brothers Brother's Gonna Work It Out (Astralworks)
7. Beastie Boys Hello Nasty (Grand Royal)
6. Hole Celebrity Skin (DGC) .
5. Depeche Mode For the Masses (Mute)
4. Madonna Ray ofLight (Maverick)
3. Tori Amos From the Choir Girl (Atlantic)
2. Garbage lkrsion 2.0 eDGC)
David's Top 10 of 1998.•.
Annie Atlasman says•••
Local H's new release, Pack Up The Cats (Island Records), is worthy
enough to be noticed, though the overall product was a disappointment. The
band deals with quaint issues in their songs, such as sickle-cell anemia,
desiring a kitty-cat, and mediocre bands. ,_
Initially, the band did not leave a good impression on me. As the album pro-
gressed, it enhanced only marginally. For example, on "Lu~,"Scott Lucas
singing daintily and numerous cats meowing. That made me feel pity for
those cats without understanding why.
In an interview, singer/guitarist Scott Lucas explains that the theme of this
album is true happiness. Their previous release, As Good As Dead,
expressed the frustration of living in a small town. Lucas states that Pack
Up the Cats is a realization that there are other causes of unhappiness.
Lucas and drummer Joe Daniels comprise the duo that is Local H. Along
wj.~h p'~ucerRoy Thomas (Queen), the group has put together quite an
interesting album,-that'is:-fnteresting the same wayI'dfinda ,car accident 0
to-be interesting,
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ot seeing the old tree I sighed "shame."
_~t_1wae~1a4d!Jne4 to see that ~ld: house still
nding,
ts door flapping to the changes, like a flag.
lieved, I went back to my self-help book:




You hope we can still be friends
t this point that does not seem to work
'm. tired ofyou playing mind games
'm growing now
alizing who I truly am
Solitude and freedom are my present choice




You call me and want to talk
Pretending everything is super great
Come on, I know you better than I know myself
Get rid of that poker face.
The memories are engraved
It's time for me to leave
My whole life is ahead of me
have to move on and live.
t's face it. It's over.
7ivo years have vanished
1 the intimacies we shared
We somehow managed to give away
mature for you?
What kind ofa lame excuse is that?
mit you just needed to let go
Cowardly escape all your hurl buried inside
need to be away from you
Unlike you, I can survive
We will see who the strong one is now
Who can manage not to cry
You said you would never give up
That I'd be the one to let go
Yo~ told me I was weak and negative
lOu portrayed yourselfas Mr. Positive, Mr Strong
The halfof my heart you possessed
Is currently filling up high
f's breathing fresh air now
It's full ofcreations ofmine
-Kiro
My face...
For just a moment in my damned life,
My broken wings actually touched the sky.
She was the warmest memory which
Shielded me from the bitter emptiness.
With each and every smile,
Her delicate eyes would fold as if
She were smiling back at me a thousand
times more.
My once tin heart had turned gold.
The sweetness, the gentleness ofher kiss...
Within this confession booth,
I once professed my love to for with her still.
in my arms.
But behind every smile,
Lies a hidden sorrow...
llost the Book ofLove.
Behind every laugh
Lies a hidden cry.:
Perhaps I am just an idiot.
What a riot.
And behind every cryptic mask
Lies a hidden scar...
Love
sland Flavor
The stretch of twine upon a oiolin.
The release ofa silver rose pierces
The sea ofa Blue Moon.
single flower embedded upon
chapel's windowsill.
wingless shadow glides across
single strand ofa once forgotten memory.
Tonight, I bid farewell to a long past love.
The softness ofa velvet curtain,
blaze ofcandlelight
urns my deafened eyes.
The song ofholy matrimony
ill« my blind ears.
my shades blink,
The emotions behind these walls speak to me.
• Once in the land of foreoerlight;
The broken compass in my heart had found
earth bound angel.
The tender fondness in her starry eyes...
ind laughter which shattered the
rknese from my shadows.
TIu! gentle winds in her beautiful voice
Calmed my internal fires.
The Remembrance ofher kind
orcelain fingers which once graced across
-Alicia Gift
The ackee and salt fish was on the stove,
d grandma's homemade bread was in the
oven. .
nd in a few minutes they were on the table,
ext to a cup ofhot coca tea.
waiting my arrival from the night's slumber.
But first I had to thank the heavenly father for
the safety of the night
Enjoy the Island Flavor sometime.
The Island Flavor always runs free.
cup green trees, eight cups flowing water, a
dash oflove,
These are the ingredients that are combined in
accurate proportions '
To form the flavor of the Caribbean.
I could smell the fresh dew that fell in the early
hours of the morning,
That kissed and awoke nature's wonders-
The exquisite island flavor.
"
This was the life that I once hneto.
would never forget the smell of the morning
dew,
Or the bread in the oven.
The prayers that I recited without the stumble of
the tongue
still feel my grandma's lips on my cheek
d the hot chocolate as it cascades down my
throat.
Grandma called me to the table
d she greeted me with a kiss.
But in the same breath she asked if I said my
morning prayers.
r the morning ritual my taste buds were
iven the opportunity to go crazy,
s I ate to my hearts content.
There was no counting calories or diet at that
table or any other that morning.
When it came to this sweet island flavor.
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-e--Voyeur
Celestial Princess
The exhibition showed the artist getting ready.
e was an eager child with a flow so steady.
Watching him through this lace-sheet ofglass
My desires were frustrated trying hard to pass.
For he left me there dripping wet with green
king the question can such fire in me be seen.
Do I have the right to create my own flame,
Clap my stone hands and be free ofblame?
Do I have the power to light a spark within me,
wild as the wind, as roaming as the sea?
Can I make a sun that will always be bright,
empire that knows nothing of the night?
Do I have the tools to explore, quench this thirst,
God bid him come forth, instead he came first.
silver dove gently graces across
a hallway of soulless windows.
The knight ofa bleeding heart
upon a barren chessboard.
flash of light, ever so bright...
s I drag my broken wings across a place so deso-
late,
Paintings ofher appear in my mind...
Like an enchanted spell,
My breathless eyes
Stand aioed by this celestial angel.
ever have I envisioned a woman
With such beauty and elegance.
Just at a glance,
Could it have been chance?
Her fawn like eyes
Were like June Butterflies.
angelic voice softer than sunlight.
I would walk a thousand miles
Just to capture a glimpse of her smile.
Mesmerized by the way her silky hair
Dances across her fine pretty face
n the gentleness of a summer's breeze.
er flowery fragrance puts
in a cloudy -daze.
She is the whispering siren of my mind.
She is the instrument of my inspirations.
She is the cause of my revolution.
dthe muse ofmy dreams...
ad I finally caught my falling star?
So close, yet we are so far... =(
or she is the muse-ic which sings from my guitar.
s she the last piece of the puzzle to my heart?
Or has someone else won her kind and gentle
heart?
Then I shall be eternally torn apart...
What could I possibly offer this heavenly princess?
l that I possess is a pen full ofpoignant words,
U'1Fj~ a pocket of forgotten smiles.
She doesn't need another hero,
or I am consider a zero. . .
Sleep without solitude.
Sighs of broken heartedness cloud my ears.
am forever trapped in this blue photograph.
The man hiding behind a masquerade.
ve letters which will never see the liglit
fleeted offofher eyes.
er name is forever traced
The barren sands ofmy heart.
~ 'erhaps a phantom ofher imagination.
n I wiU be a faded memory
Within the colors of the moonlight.
or 1 am the darkness and she is the light.
or only an echo binds us...
-Dermot Hannon
•
.._------==...._='-'-~..-'- ------- - --- - ----,. ------'--------- ---- -- -- - ---.
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..A Concert Diary: 1998
A Toasters' Tour 'Diary
. Day 26: Houston, Texas.
By Adam Coozer . big'~'-Texanstrutted: into the room. Big guy, big.h:ai,tattoos covering
Sometimes you have to wonder if we're truly making the decisions in our his arms like sleeves. He was drunk off his ass, eyes burning with hate as
lives, or if we're just victims of circumstance. 1 think we choose our own he mumbled to himself about how he hates the fucking pigs and prison and
paths, but tend to blame fate when we're trapped in some seemingly impos- shit. He kicked a chair over. Punched the wall. I sat there quietly on the
sible situation. I think life is funny sometimes, but that's because I have a couch. Stacey talked to him softly, trying to calm him down..
grim sense ofhumor. . "Fucking cops kept following me... They knew I was fucked up. I had to cut
She came over.~ ~ytable to look at the buttons and we started talking. through a couple of alleys. I should've fucJPng..pulled this on them!" He had
Then we. started'~g. Thenshe gave mea neck massage and soon.we a large; thick hunting.knife ~his·backp()cket. I shrunk;intQ the. cushions ,
were makin:gou'-,,'She'\vas,:a ciite girl~y age" with short brown hair and 'of the sofa, Wishing I could tum invisible. Then he turned around and looked
lasses..---~S----Stacey~.-at-me a~ ifhe just noticed-me.· .:;
and. she kept me company "You do speed?" heasked me. I thought about saying yes, so we could bond
J;lr.oughoutthe show, This had an. and he wouldn't kill me. ~Ahh... no." He flashed me ~ bigvtoothy smile.
-·'tetesting effect on the rest ofthe "Good.' More for me." He sat down on the floor next to the .coffee table and
'. Is at the club. ApPar~ntly, see- . took out a large zip-lock'bag full of powder. He sat there infront of me and
ir g me with a girl made the other he snorted the whole fucking thing.
. Is in the place want to check me Meanwhile, Stacey was all over me again. I kept pushing her off, pretend-
out. It was the whole competition .ing that I wasn't interested, pretending I wasn't even there. I was shitting a
and challenge thing. The same brick and thinking to myself, "'Why the hell is she doing this? Is she trying
ve··or six girls kept coming. back .to get me killed?'" -,
my table to talk to me. I brushed I can't begin to describe my mental state at that point. I thought I was
hem off and focused all of my lured into a trap. I realized that no one knew where I was. None of the
attention on Stacey. That made Toasters had this address or phone number. I wouldn't be there at the hotel
her feel good, and she clung to my the next morning; they'd wait around for a bit then leave without me. I
side in mock-possessiveness. thought all this, frantically, while Charlie did his speed and Stacey tugged
She was a cute punk girl, short at my belt.
but well proportioned. She wore tight plaid pants and a thin white shirt. Charlie got up, his eyes bright red. He kicked the wall, stumbled over to
When she took off her glasses for a moment I noticed her face was youthful the comer of the room and TOOK A PISS ON THE WALL. Stacey laughed,
and beautiful. Her skin was soft, but her arms were muscle-toned. She took my hand arid led me to her bedroom. "Hey Charlie! Me and Adam are
smiled and laughed a lot, but there was something about her I caught imme- going in my room now. You can see yourself out whenever you want."
diately that made me want to protect her.. She was hiding a lot of sadness She closed the door behind us and embraced me again. I pulled her away.
and loneliness, hiding it -well, but I'm very sensitive to those things. I was still freaking out. I.couldn't believe she had to Iive.with.that.guy, I
Probably because I feel the same way sometimes, and I was definitely feel- couldn't believe I survived. I asked her, "That's...that's your roommate"!"
ing it much more on the road;. There's something attractive about a lonely She gave me this bewildered look as if I had three heads and laughed until
or sad person... I get the idea that I can fulfill .. their needs, be their emotion- tears came. "No.. No," she said when she caught her breath. "That's my
al support. I've learned from many experiences, however, that what I :find stepfather!" .
attractive eventually becomes repulsive. I've learned not to get too deeply We continued to make love through the night, and I had to talk her into
involved with a person's problems and not to dig too deep for their demons. taking off work the next day so we could get some sleep. She is the only
It might sound selfish, but the distancing is essential to my own sanity and thing I miss about Texas. The entire state has lost its mind. Everything is
survival. .. closed on Sundays and even the McDonalds' have the Ten Commandments
1could tell she was lonely, and I'm sure she read it on my face -also. I knew on their walls, yet every comer is adorned with a strip joint and every Texan
before she even invited me over that we would give each other the love we has served time at some point. All Stacey has known in her life is violence,
needed. Even if it was only for one night.. and I'm glad I was there to give her some gentleness, respect and love. Even
"Do you want to get something to eat after the show?" Stacey asked over if it was for only one night. Even if, for a moment, I thought I was going to
the 'Ioasters. " .. ~ -. . 'get killed. .,.. . ,
"How about I cook you dinner?" I asked With a smile. ,. The Lonestar State is definitely lonely. That bright, heavy sun.. ~ all those
"How about you just come over and forget about dinner?" she asked with a visible, burning stars. The ghosts of the Alamo in San Antonio, the deserts
bigger smile. surrounding Austin, the sad all-night bars of Dallas... Holding Stacey close
She waited in her car -a gorgeous '62 Falcon - black with red interior - to me kept all that at bay
while I loaded the Toasters' equipment van.' I got the directions to the hotel "Do you still think you're going to be murdered soon?" I whispered to her.
and we took off for her place. We talked a lot in the car, but when we passed 'Tm going to live forever..." she murmured into my shoulder. I gave her a
under a bridge she hushed me and hooked her pinky finger with c>mine. squeeze and kissed her forehead.
"Make a wish," she said. I closed my eyes and did a~ she said. The conver- In 'all honesty, I was happy with her, but felt happier knowing that I'd be
sation restarted, and 1 suddenly wished it ha<:in!t.-·---------- outof.Texas the nextday...
"Listen, Adam, I have to tell you something." She paused. . ,..------------------------------
"Shoot." There was suddenly something floating in the air, something
dark, like an evil spirit. I found myself very nervous.
-"1 have a roommate. He just got out ofprison where he served 14 years for
sex offenses. He goes around saying that I'm his woman - which I'm not - 'By'David Lo.· . ..
and that if anyone so much as looks at me he'll kill them. He even came to Dan Wilson ofSemisonic doesn't looklike your typical rock star. No long
my job and threatened my co-workers." hair. No earrings. And no fancy schtick. But Wilson does know how to play
"Umm." ' a guitar. And did I mention he sings well too? Semisonic's best track is
"But don't worry. He's still at the halfway house. He's not allowed to move "Singing In My Sleep," a great studio track which translated into an even
in yet. But he has shown up a few times this week in the middle of the night, better live rendition at this, the band's only New York appearance Saturday,
so I just thought you should know in case he shows up again. But I don't October 17 at Irving Plaza. The band's greatest talent lies in-WIlson's great
think he will," she added quickly: . use of the slide guitar. And yes, Semisonic did perform "Closing Time." It
I sat there silently thinking. What the hell was I doing? Shit, I'm in Tex~! was the final song of a masterful 80 minute set.. -
These people kill each other around here! For no reason! It suddenly hit Better Than Ezra came on stage late at Tramps to promote their new
me that 1was going home with a stranger whom I had-just met and that any- album, "How Does Your Garden Grouit" Getting into the Halloween spirit, a
thing can happen. I suddenly understood the mindset of a woman on her ghoul dressed in gothic black came out 'while"Je he m 'en Souoiens pas" came
first blind date. on. Suddenly BTE appeared and played "One More Murder" from their lat-
She took my silence as a cue to weird me out even further.' ":011 ~w," she est album. They also performed "In the Blood" and "Good" from their first
said quietly, "I can tell by looking at somebody how they're. gomg to die. And album, "Deluxe." The crowd was really into it at this point, swaying their
.d ed kin h h read hips and clapping their hands.
when. I'm never wrong." She paused. I consi ~r as. g. er... s e . G-..J..--e has" appeared at Roseland three times in the last two years. It
my mind. "I don't tell other people how they'regomg to die. I Just know and ClU.--t§'
keep it to myself."'--Thank GOd, Tthought.T'~ed herif she-knew~ut--het· -was my....fQurth.-.timtL~~th~lI .tJ.;l~.QtP~t:.~j!!g__~~ 'Il1~. Beacon '!'heatre..
own fate. "Oh yeah. I'm going to be stabbed m my bathroom. "Soon. What . .Each time,~ge topped theirpreyiQQ ~rfi)J:Dl8.I!c;e..~was no excep-
tion. Lead singer, Shirley MaDson was.the last to come out. Manson had on
do you say to something like that? this sexy .blue outfit, like something out of Xena: 'The .WaTTier Princess.
I took her hand and gave it a squeeze. . Shirley, you.can come to New York. City as many times as you want to, I
"You trust me, right?" I asked. . I didn"~ promise rn be there!
"Of course. I wouldn't be bringing you back to my apartment if . t. Alanis lovers flocked to the Hammerstein Ballroom to her first concert in
She realized why I asked that and laughed. "Oh, you're not my murderer, the New York City area since last year's Tibetan Freedom Concert. In that
silly!" and kissed me on the cheek. . ied fro h . album S d
Weird comments aside I liked her. I took her on her couch... We 181d the~ .appearance, Morisse~ tri out new songs m er new , appose
. . brace '0:7 ki ed my hands p'ushing through her hair. Former Infatuation Junkie~ I found her songs to' be very mellow as she
ill a .passionate em race. we ss , played the songs acoustically: Criss-crossing between songs from her new
Her hands dug into my back.; My lips, tongue, and tee~sampled everyPart album, as' well 88 the 16mi11ion-platimun best· seller .Jauecl Li~ Pill,
of her body... She cooed and sighed and gave me small kisses along myOOdy... Morissette managed to keep the audience's attentiOn. She did that by play-
BOOM BOOM BOOM . . h t through bod ing some new songs and' petfor...ing a best of/Alanis song collection. Very
We jumped. She turned white as a ghost. Shiversso. my .~ polite to the crowd, she seemed appreciative of the larger than expected
It was 2'.30 in the mormn'g and someone was at the door. "Stay righthere,
crowd thateame·out. No m()lJbing_occurred either.'·GreatconcertAlanis. And
she said as we hurried to put·-our~clothes-an.- --- -:. --;; .- u_~_ ~ '--. ... . '. . m7'I. .;..;;;..-J;. u.. .,'- ..... .-.- -.. - - _.- -. -_.: '-- ... . .. _ - _.... . ,_
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purpose of the exercise you just
did. Schedule your exercise time
way before sleep time.
3. Sleep at night. Daytime hours
tempt us to go outside and do
things. The bright light alone can
keep us up, along with the loud
noises that come with day. -You're
better off with sleeping at night,
when it is quieter and more peace-
ful.
,4. Do .less stimulating activities
during the day. Watch an infomer-
cial or read a boring book before
going to bed. Chances are, you'll be
sleeping in minutes.
5. Your bed should only be for
sleeping and sex. When you go to
sleep, your body will associate the
bed with sleep and it will be easier
to fall asleep. If you are used to
playing video games or eating in
bed, your body may be find it hard-
er to associate sleeping with the
bed, and you may find it harder to
do so. Hopefully, you can get eight
hours of sleep a night and hopeful-
ly you'll be able to schedule in a
workout hour during your day,
Once you're able to do that, the rest
becomes so much easier.'
Now, I've got a question for you.
During the next semester, I plan on
discussing many things, such as
what exercises to do-what gyms to
go to and updates on various new
supplements. What would you like
to know?
You can e-mail me at
Bad5eed@aol.com and I'll be happy
to answer questions in future edi-
trons·.So,help me help you, and I'll
see you at the gym.
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UPCOMING WOMEN'S BMKETBALL SCHEDULE
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
sleep goes undisturbed (Major 2. Don't exercise and then go to
importance. _Disturbed sleep is not sleep. You won't be able to fall
going-to helphyouifyou--want· to get~-~ asleep.·You aretoo-P'U:'lpep to go to
big) the -plasma growth" hormone sleep now, .and it rufus tl\e-whole
(GH) is at its highest level Muscle
,Media magazine states that there is
research that has shown that if you
get only four hours' of sleep, there is
an increase in cortisol levels (mus-
cle-wasting hormone). What does.
this mean? It means, if you don't
have eight hours. of sleep and only
get four, you wasted a lot of the
workout you did that day. I t is dur-
. ing that sleep time that our bodies
recover and rebuild muscle damage,
making us bigger. The GH serves to
increase the rate" of recovery
between the workout of the past day
and the workout we will have in the
day ahead. So, a good amount of
sleep is necessary for muscle growth
and' mental growth as' well.
Remember that we fatigue both
, throughout our long day, and only
sleep can help us to recover as we
·prepare for the next long day ahead.,
Think of it this way: working out
without sleep is like Puffy without
someone else's music to sing to: it
just sucks.
So, how do we get the proper
amount of sleep? Here's how:
1. Avoid caffeine before you are going
to sleep. About five hours should be
good enough, preferably" more.
Sugary snacks should be avoided as
well. You don't need a boost. You're
trying to get to sleep. 'By' the way,
the adrenaline you get from a work-
out should keep you awake and
ready to go, to the point where you
can really lower the amounts of caf-
feine 'you drmk during the day.
Drinking caffeine before going to bed
· ruiM thewhole purf)6Se ·of·trying to
· go to sleep.
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By Johti MinDen -'-.' should be at least-one free hour for a
"Mike! I haven't seen you at the workout. Ifnot, at least workout for
.gym in awhile, II, -I said. ~'~mimrtes. Leave 'alittle extra
''Yeah. ~:~yeah! " I know, I've got . time for doing everyone a favor and '
school and' I have no' time," he showering· after -your workout.
replied. Finally, maintain thatschedule. If
"So. I have school, too. I go to the you want to stay healthy, working
gym before class." out should be as higha priority as
"Whatever.. I need some sleep. I going to school and going to work.
just can't get up early to do it." It's rough, but over time it gets eas-
. Sound familiar? Most people don't ier. Getting started is the hard part.
have time for sleep, let alone- the Just-try it, and once you get started,
gym. This is especially true for col- the adrenaline running through
lege students who also have, jobs. your body will have you hooked.
So, that means those people are Exercising is a good addiction. as
. excused :from working out. 'You have long as you don't overdue it. It's a
too much work to do already. Wrong! lot better than going to the bar with
Thought I'd let you off that easily? . your friends and developing that
C'mon, you should know better by ,beer belly that will take.forever to
now. There is never an excuse to get rid of.
keep yourself from being healthy Bring a friend along. Remember
There is always time for a good that time they hooked you up with
workout. that Chewbacca-Iooking beast from
I have school and work, andI do the movie Star Wars? They owe you.
both full time. I have family, friends Or bring your· significant other
and a girlfriend who need my atten- along" This is a good way to share
tion, too. I still find -time to work something you' like with. someone
out. I get up at six or sev~n in the you like. It is also a way to get your
morning and go to the gym. In fact, significant other in better shape as
going to the gym that early wakes well. Besides they owe you, too for
me up and keeps me pumped for the the time they made you sit through
long day ahead. I used to fall asleep ."Steel Magnolias," or dragged you to
in class all the time, but working out - see some Steven Segal movie. So,
in the morning has almost complete- now you'll have someone to share
ly erased that. A busy schedule 'is no the experience with and motivate
excuse for not working out. you to stick to the schedule.
How do you fit a workout routine Now, you have your schedule and
into your schedule? Ifyou are 'dedi- you are sticking to: it, but there is a
cated to your body and your health, problem. During your classes, you
you'll find the time. First, write out are falling asleep, missing valuable
your schedule, eliminating unneces- information and getting the teacher
sary activities like watchinga mean- angry with you. You sacrificed sleep,
ingless TV show. If you really want and not only will that make you fail
to stay healthy, "Friends" can be your class, you won't even have any
taped. You can't make up for missed muscle to show for it.
workouts.: -Se'cond;iind an 'huur'in ' : Steep is a major-part of-a workout.
your schedule to 'workout. When you' are sleeping, and' your
Somewhere in ·that schedule there
'. . ...-
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You wiil need:
We Can Help You
Become a u.s. Citizen If
Green care numbers
• Spo~sc·s. address: SOCi3: s~C:";;ltj ;-:L'~'ior:r,
date and place of birth, residency number. if
previously married. dales of marriage anc
divorce.
• If ~ male and you registered for the oran,
selective service registration number.
• Information about any arrests. such as nature
of the crime and disposition of the case.
, • You have residec in the l:J.S~ as a permanent
. .
resident for 5 years. Or 3 years of permanent
residence, if married to and living with aU,S.
citizen.
• You have been onvsicauy present in the U.S.
for half of the 5· or 3-ycar cer.oc.
Spring break"gg
Oancun Mazatlan or Jamaica From
$399 . _
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6547 N. Academy Blvd.Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
MAXIMIZE YOUR JOB SEARCH WITH CAREERS '99 -APPLY TODAY!!
Typing for students
Term and Midterm papers etc.
718-296-3131
Interview On-SiteWlth Over 100 Outstanding Employers At Careers '99· New York
Collectively these employers are recrultlnq for over 3,000. openlnqs, and setaslde posltlons to be
fllled by Careers 699 student participants'. 'Now in it's ,13th year, Careers '99 is ."an :extremely
effective strategy to Increase your number of second interviews and job offers. One major reason Is
that students attend by· invltatlon only! To be considered for anin~itation, please apply online: at
www.ca·reerconferences.com or fax an updated resume wlth currentGPA to:
C99NY - (203) 741-0033 .bY 12/17/98. 'Invited students win be mailed a personal invitation and
additional Conference information (only invited students will recelvea reply).
. There Is Absolutely No Charge Of Any Kind To Apply Or Attend
Date: DECEMBER3rd.. 1998 Time: 10:ooAM - 3:00PM Place: R~M 1-708 (360'-PAAK-AV£)
. CUNY'ClTlZENSHW-AM)·NATURALIZATlON-PR&~--·
.We Provide:
* FREE Citizenship Guidance
* FREE Photographs'
* All Application Materials
You must pre-register & pick up your forms in advance @' .:
The International Student Services Center - 360 Park Avenue South Room 1711
34
Something's. Missing!
Raise Your Grade Point Average
ESL.and American students, turn a B paper into an A,
an F into a C. Every term paper on gradua,te school
thesis can be greatly 'improved by line-by-line editing for
proper grammar, clarity, form, content and by construc-
tive'criticism regarding. relevance to the specific
assignmnet. Free consoltation. Satisfaction guaran-
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By Jon Minners 0 . overtime. Anyway, why try hard walk out of a meeting with the owner
-%!':- Here I am again to tell you about the The ~gers traded ~exei Kovalev when every team makes a bowl game ofthe NBA with cell phones in hand, I
fast-paced world of sports. Of course, to the I!ttsburgh Pengums and I have anyway? The only bowl I give a damn remember how hard it is for some peo-
things get a little lost in the transla- to admit that I forgot he was even on about on New Year's Day is the ple to pay their regular phone bill.
tion, so pardon me if I stray away the team. ?ome to think of it, with Budweiser Hea~ in the. Toilet Bo~l, When I see big time celebrities eating
from the hard facts. the Jets domg so well, a huge free and I hope I don t make It there agam at fancy restaurants, I think about
The NBA lockout continues and I agency market in baseball and the this year. how my girlfriend's center delivers
heard Kenny Anderson had to sell one NBA lockout, I forgot there was a The Christmas games between the food to seniors who can't even leave
of his cars. Poor kid. Now he's got to hockey season. Bulls and Knicks and the Lakers and their homes. Just trying to survive.
stay home on Wednesdays. If things The Denver Broncos seem unstop- Suns have been cancelled due to the Why don't they just try to care?
continue to go the way they are going, ~able. Too bad they'll lose to the Jets lockout. O~, n?w the .player.s.will be Caring is not giving to charity so you
he may have just one car to drive In the playoffs. . . forced to SIt WIth. their families and can get a write offon your taxes or you
around in all week. I can't write any- . .The Yankees re-signed Be~Ie celebrate the holidays together. I can get into the papers or TV news.
more on this subject. I am shedding Wilhams to a. huge contract. that Just almost feel b~d for them. Caring is when you give without get-
too many tears. m~es me sI~k: The Dally News On a senous and final note, we ting anything at all in return. The
"Hollywood" Hulk Hogan made it wn~es that Williams ~ent to George should all look at this lockout and lockout taught me how people can be
official a couple of weeks ago on The Steinbrenner to ~ell his story. to the l~arn somethin~ from it. If at any really selfish at times, turning down
Tonight Show. He's retiring from o~~r. What story? ~e gets hke $99 time I become nch, I could never let $70 million because they want $75
wrestling and going into the political ~Illihonover the next eight years. He's myself change. I'd still have to work. million. Some people would play the
arena. If all goes his way, he'll be the Just a greedy bastard. An~one who I'd live in a nice house with one nice game for a lot less. .
next President of the United States. \\'o~ld use first an expansion team car or two (I'm sure when I get mar- I know that when I get some money,
First thought: When did The Tonight (~zona! and next your team's ried my wife will want one, too). I I will give all I can, and I won't write
Show become a place for a major biggest nval (Red Sox) to get a huge won't own the lOO-inch television set about it either. This Christmas, I will
announcement like that? Second contract offer from any team is a with neighborhood surround sound. I do what I can for those less fortunate.
thought: It's about time he retired. ?onafide l~s~r in my book. But that's won't have my own submarine (I real- I learned a lot from the lockout,
He's been around forever. What is he Just my opmion. ly need one, too) and I won't build my maybe they can learn something from
like 70 or something? Final and most So much for the Mets big splash in own bowling alley in my bedroom, people giving all they can to help oth-
important thought: Why run for the free agency market. even thoug~ I.always wanted one. I ers.
President? It's.not like there is some . Do~ anyone really' care .about col- know what ~s unpo~~t. When they That's my spin on things. Have a
major political scandal that has voters lege football? Too many teams, too say that they are just" tryirig_to__~l!:r::_ ...,~~Uicm;;andlma,be ,ott e8ft -
so sick of both the Republicans and many players' name~ to memorize, vive, I~~bout all the ,?omeless give somethiiig 'Of-yourself to those
Democrats that they would vote for scores that looks like basketball people Just trying to get a bite to eat less fortunate during this holiday sea-
an ex-wrestler as a message to...uh- scores and they don't even have an and a place to live. When I see them son. III see you next semester.
NOTE: ~ ALL INQUIRIES ABOUT GAl~IE DATES
AND SITES CAN BE DIRECTED TO RALPH SIRI-
ANNI. SIRIANNI IS LOCATED ON THE 7TH







NarES: All home games are played at Xavier High School
on 16th St. bet. 5th and 6th. BOLD denotes home games.
UPCOMING MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
By Kenyatta Pious
-~- The Baruch Women's basketball
team lost the Manhattanvillc
Tournament. They played against
Manhattanville in the first round
and got embarrased. In the conso-
lation game, they played against
Western New England. This game
saw Baruch lose 60-25.
The Stateswomen were particu-
larly out matched at the guard
11 position. It is imperative to note,
however, that forward Natalie
Testamark and guard Christine
Grant were not playing due to pos-
sible food poisorring that they
experienced the night before.
It is imperative to note, however,
that forward Natalie Testamark
and guard Christine Grant were
not playing due to possible food
poisoning that they experienced
the night before.
The Stateswomen seek to get
revenge against their next rival
Maritime. While their perform-
ance was horrible in the tourna-
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